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Abstract   
 The idea of introducing a superconducting generator for offshore wind turbine 
applications has received increasing support. It has been proposed as a way to meet 
energy market requirements and policies demanding clean energy sources in the near 
future. However, design considerations have to take into account hysteresis losses in the 
superconducting windings during transient responses. Modeling and simulation of these 
transients is a challenging task. It requires considering a system that spans spatially 5 
(or 6) orders of magnitude: from the 1 µm thick superconducting layers in the windings, 
to the actual generators in the KW (MW) class with an expected cross section in the 
order of decimeters (meters). 
 This thesis work presents cumulative results intended to create a bottom-up 
model of a synchronous generator with superconducting rotor windings. In a first 
approach, multiscale meshes with large aspect ratio elements are used to simulate the 
electromagnetic properties of superconducting thin films. This provided a computational 
speedup of two to three orders of magnitude without compromising accuracy. A second 
approach used a homogeneous-medium anisotropic bulk with a power law  −  
relationship to model stacks of superconducting tapes. This method provided an 
additional speedup of about two orders of magnitude when calculating AC losses in 
superconducting stacks. 
 The anisotropic bulk was latter used to model a generator with superconducting 
rotor windings. Transient response of the generator including ramp-up of rotor coils, 
load connection and change was simulated. Hence, transient hysteresis losses in the 
superconducting coils were computed. This allowed addressing several important design 
and performance issues such as critical current of the superconducting coils, electric 
load change rate, cryostat design and identification of quench-prone regions. 
 
Keywords: Superconducting generator; AC losses; Finite Element Simulation; 
Homogenization; HTS coils. 
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Introduction   
 The background of this Ph.D.-study comes from cooperation between Vestas 
Wind Systems, and the Departments of Mathematics and Electrical Engineering of the 
Technical University of Denmark. The aim of said cooperation is to study the feasibility 
of introducing wind turbine generators based on high temperature superconductors. This 
thesis presents the main findings of the PhD project entitled “Computation of 
Superconducting Wind Turbine Generators”. The project focused on developing tools 
for modeling and simulation of large scale superconducting devices with aims towards 
computing the hysteresis losses of a superconducting generator during transient 
operation. This work was carried out at the Department of Mathematics of the Technical 
University of Denmark from December 2008 to February 2012. 
 As a motivating preamble, Chapter 1 starts with a discussion about energy 
requirements, and related policies in the EU. Emphasis is made upon the case of 
offshore wind power installations and their future share of the European energy market. 
Challenges associated with raw material availability, maintenance, size and weight for 
the upcoming installations are considered. After a brief discussion use of 
superconducting generators in wind turbine applications is considered as a cost effective 
alternative in the 5 to 10 MW rating. The current challenges in modeling and simulation 
of large scale superconducting devices are presented towards the end of the chapter. 
Chapter 2 gives a brief description of the mechanism behind the losses in type-II 
superconductors. The chosen formulation for modeling and simulation by finite 
elements is presented there. As a way to speed up computations, in Chapter 3, structured 
meshes with aspect ratios resembling the layered conductors are used to simulate stacks 
of superconducting tapes. This technique is used for calculating AC losses in a 57 turn 
race-track coil. A homogenization technique that allows for further computational time 
reduction is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, simulation of the transient response of 
a superconducting generator is presented. Both ramp-up of the rotor coils and electric 
load change cases are considered. Chapters 6 and 7 present the summary of publication 
and concluding remarks respectively. Finally, the appendixes recollect the documents 
published during the course of this PhD study. 
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Chapter 1 Motivation 
 The rising demand for cleaner, cost effective, methods for electric power 
generation impulses the development of new alternatives. In this chapter, some of them 
are analyzed under the light of the European energy market requirements and policies. 
Emphasis is made on the wind turbine sector and its forecasted future share of the 
energy market. For the case of upcoming offshore wind power installations, several 
challenges related to both deployment (weight and size) and upkeep (long term 
reliability) are discussed. Particular attention is given to the case of rare earth permanent 
magnet based generators. Forthcoming raw material availability is analyzed considering 
both demand growth and concentration of supply. The case for the superconducting 
generator in wind turbine applications is made as a cost effective alternative to meet 
future demands and policies. Finally, the need for simulation tools in designing and 
testing these machines is presented as a multiscale problem spanning 5 to 6 orders of 
magnitude. 
1.1 Energy requirements, policies and wind power in EU 
 According to the Energy Roadmap 2050 for the EU [1], “The EU has committed 
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 80-95% below 1990 levels by 2050”. This 
increases pressure upon the clean alternatives to be implemented for fulfilling such 
requirements. In this sense, several low carbon technologies — mainly nuclear and 
hydropower — already make up for up to 45% percent of electricity generation in the 
EU [2]. However, in the period from 2000 to 2010, the nuclear energy sector 
experienced a net decline of 7.6 GW, while large-hydropower presented a net growth of 
just 3 GW. In the same period, photovoltaic sources achieved a net growth of 26.4 GW, 
while wind stood as the fastest growing of the low carbon emitting technologies with a 
handsome 75.2 GW. At the end of 2010, wind power alone accounted for 84 GW, 
covering 5.3% of the EU electricity demands [3]. In this context it is worth noticing 
Denmark’s leadership: 21% of its electricity needs are met from wind sources, the 
biggest relative share for any country [4]. 
 Furthermore, according to the UpWind Final report [5] by 2020, a 265 GW wind 
powered capacity will be necessary to fulfill the European Commission‘s ambitions for 
wind energy. The same publication indicates the importance of offshore installations: 
offshore wind turbines are expected to be the most competitive energy source by 2030 
without considering external costs. Besides, offshore technology is expected to provide 
21% of all wind power by 2020, 37.5% by 2030 and 58% by 2050 -- the report points 
out. However, to achieve such energy payload, offshore wind power installations must 
meet many challenges as the technologies and know-how used in onshore technologies 
are not fully applicable to offshore facilities [5]. Therefore, offshore wind power 
presents a seedbed for new technologies that must tackle problems such as size, weight 
and maintenance. For instance, repairs could be not straightforward in the North and 
Baltic seas, where wind farms are expected to be deployed. The same high speed winds 
that make such regions attractive for energy farming are the same that make upkeep and 
troubleshooting a challenging task.  
 Cost effective offshore wind turbines will require more reliable components at a 
low maintenance cost. Direct drive train technologies provide with a reliable option, as 
the absence of a mechanical transmission avoids many potential failures associated with 
wear and maintenance. However, one of the most obvious drawbacks of such 
technology is the need to reduce the speed of the generator as it must now rotate along 
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with the turbine blades i.e. 12.1 rmp for the 5 MW class [6]. This consideration is 
clearly drawn by Mijatovic et al. [7]: To match the power output, the smaller rotational 
speed must be compensated for with an increase in size and/or air gap magnetic field 
magnitude. Conventional machines with copper windings could provide a high field, 
although its strength will be limited by Joule heating in the rotor windings and the 
saturation magnetization of steel [7] [8] [9]. Therefore, other drive train alternatives will 
be necessary to meet the EU goals for 2050. 
1.2 Permanent magnet based technology and rare earth elements 
supply 
 One option that recently received particular attention from UpWind [5], as a way 
to cope with offshore needs, is the use of permanent magnet generators. After 
introduction of their V112-3.0 MW model, Vestas has now launched a turbine 
completely dedicated to offshore environments, the V164-7.0 MW [10]. Although these 
new models still have a gearbox, they benefit from the high field of a permanent magnet 
generator. Among others, Goldwind’s 1.5 MW and 2.5MW rated wind turbines; 
Siemens SWT-2.3 and SWT-3.0; and GE’s 4.1-113 turbines all rely upon a direct drive 
and permanent magnet based technology [11] [12] [13]. While, at this moment, 
permanent magnet technology is commercially available for offshore applications, rare 
earth elements supply could prove to be a limiting factor on the large scale at low cost 
implementation. 
 Neodymium magnets (Nd2Fe14B) are more powerful than other alternatives, with 
up to 2.5 times the magnetic energy of their samarium-cobalt counterparts [14]. 
However, the success rare earth permanent magnets achieve is not exclusive for the 
wind energy sector. Both long-standing and emerging technologies are benefiting from 
them: hard disks, DVD drives, and hybrid cars -with models like the Toyota Prius 
which demands 1kg of Neodymium per unit [14]. 
 A recent study by The Institute for Energy and Transport of the Joint Research 
Centre (JRC) of the European Commission [15] shows that for low-speed wind turbines, 
an expected 700 kg of permanent magnets per MW of installed capacity are necessary. 
Such magnets are 30% Neodymium in composition; this implies that about 210 kg per 
MW will be needed. According to the Lynas corporation annual report [16], the price of 
the Chinese exported Neodymium Oxides rose more than 800% from the 1st quarter of 
2010 to the 2nd quarter of 2011. Furthermore, recent estimates [15] show that if the 
penetration of permanent magnet generators for wind turbines continues as projected, 
then by 2030, EU would require up to 4% of the world production of 2010. This should 
be analyzed and contrasted under the light of the developing economies growth. For 
instance, during 2010 alone, China created 18.9 GW of wind power [4]. This is more 
than double the EU-27’s 9.3GW installation during the same period. Being China the 
leading provider of rare earth oxides, this issue puts a great pressure on the developing 
technologies that rely on Neodymium based compounds, such as permanent magnets.  
Hence, the competition for a share of the market is expected to become even fiercer in 
the following years. The JRC report [15] already warns that Neodymium is in high risk 
of future supply chain bottlenecks due to its likelihood of rapid demand growth, 
concentration of supply and the political risk involved. Therefore a new alternative 
proposal capable of avoiding this dependency is likely to find a niche in the sector and 
penetrate the wind power offshore market, not just in Europe, but worldwide. 
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1.3 A superconducting generator for wind turbines applications 
 Coils manufactured from High Temperature Superconductors (HTS) can deliver 
much higher magnetic fields than the strongest permanent magnets as the later become 
saturated when all the magnetic moments of the Fe atoms of the Neodymium magnet 
(Nd2Fe14B) become aligned [9]. Moreover, in a comparison of different generator 
design concepts for offshore wind turbines [17], several drawbacks of the technologies 
are presented. In the particular case of permanent magnet synchronous machines, the 
following shortcomings are mentioned: weight and size already present a problem from 
transportation to assembly; a heavier structure is needed to hold these heavier 
generators; and finally, as it is not possible to “turn off” the field of a permanent magnet 
in the same way that in a coil, special care must be taken when revising permanent 
magnet generators as they are constantly energized. Lesser et al. [17] conclude that for 
wind turbines dedicated to offshore applications at or above the 5MW threshold, the 
superconducting solution will become a competitive option.  
 An insight from the point of view of the materials needed in HTS generators is 
given in a recent estimate by the Superwind project at DTU [6]. The study, which 
presents feasibility estimates for a 5MW superconducting wind turbine generator, 
predicts that about 500kg of the 2nd generation (2G) HTS coated conductor 
manufactured by Superpower [18] are sufficient for such a generator: only 100kg of 
coated conductors per MW of installed power capacity. 2G HTS coated conductors are 
layered composites with a thin layer of the superconductor YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) 
grown on top of a substrate and covered with an stabilizer metal like copper as shown in 
Figure 1. Note that coated conductors contain about 1% of YBCO. Following from the 
above discussion, it is pointed out that roughly 1kg of YBCO (less than 140 g of 
Yttrium) per MW of installed capacity will be necessary. 
 
Figure 1. Structure of a 2G HTS coated conductor. Image courtesy of SuperPower Inc [18]. 
 Furthermore, Yttrium, the only rare earth involved in commercially available 
HTS coated conductors, occurs in nearly all of the rare-earth minerals [19]. Hence given 
the overall high demand for rare-earths, Yttrium availability is expected to come steady. 
Overall, most raw materials involved in production of the superconducting material 
YBCO do not make a high mark in the JRC report which aims to assess the impact of 
critical metals in Low-Carbon Technologies [15]. The report presents the metals 
requirements of the EU’s Strategic Energy Technology Plan in 2030 as % of 2010 
World Supply. Besides Silver, none of the materials needed for 2G HTS coated 
conductors scores above 1%. In fact, Yttrium marks just under 0.1%. This shows that 
YBCO based coated conductors are expected to avoid both natural resources 
bottlenecks as well as competition from other Low-Carbon Technologies.  
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 Although, tests of rotating machinery based in Low Temperature 
Superconductors (LTS) in the 70’s-90’s proved successful, the low operational 
temperature and the related requirement of an extremely efficient cryostat running on 
liquid helium made commercial application of this technology a challenge that was not 
surpassed. However, appearance of HTS allowed placing the question once again when 
materials with transition temperatures above liquid nitrogen emerged [20]. The 
improvements provided by the 1st generation (1G) HTS wires based on 
Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+x (BSCCO) saw their main drawbacks from the raw materials needed 
for manufacturing: 1G HTS wires are manufactured by pouring powdered BSCCO into 
a large Silver matrix. The high price of Silver proved to be a limiting factor for large 
scale implementations [9]. 
 Despite being used in both 1G and 2G HTS coated conductors, Silver accounts 
for only 2% of the volume fraction for the 2G case, a much lower number when 
compared to 1G. Hence, as previously discussed, 2G HTS tapes do not have such 
limiting factors. In fact, recent estimates [21] assume that a price reduction (in $/kA-m) 
in excess to one order of magnitude can be achieved within the next five years. Thus, 
allowing the introduction of 2G HTS in both medium and large scale commercial 
market applications. It is clear, that use of superconducting materials in the rotor 
windings of a generator has become an option worth exploring for as both price and 
availability show a promising near future. 
 The case for using HTS coils in electric generators for wind turbine applications 
is well discussed by Abrahamsen et al. [9]. According to that study, direct drive 
superconducting generators are expected to be both lighter and smaller. Additionally, 
not having a gearbox, reduced mechanical wear will trim down the subsequent 
maintenance visits, both scheduled and remedial. This is a very important issue, 
especially for offshore applications where a faulty gearbox can stop the turbine 
performance over extended periods of time.  
 In fact, in recent years, several examples of commercial HTS rotating machines 
in the MW ratings have either being built or are still in development [20] [22]  [17] [18]. 
The main advantages reported are:  
• Size and weight reduction 
• High efficiency at both full and partial load 
• Halved losses 
• Increase in power quality 
• Lack of iron teeth reduces noise 
• Higher power density 
Furthermore, as of today, several initiatives intended to build superconducting 
generators for wind power applications as shown in Figure 2 have emerged, among 
others: American Superconductor/TECO–Westinghouse with their 10MW rated Sea 
Titan wind turbine  [23]; AML Energy with a fully superconducting MgB2 based 
generator also in the 10MW rating [24]; and Converteam/Zenergy with an 8 MW design 
[25]. 
 Although, as previously mentioned, several HTS rotating machines based on 2G 
coated conductors have been already built and tested; special considerations are to be 
taken into account in the design of a generator intended for wind turbine applications. 
While rotating at constant angular speed, the magnetic field in the rotor’s coils of a 
synchronous generator is expected to be constant under ideal operational conditions, i.e. 
constant resistive electric load. Therefore, in principle, losses in the superconducting 
windings should not be a big concern as long as both, the rotor speed is kept constant, 
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and the electric load does not present transients or reactive components (loads with 
inductive or capacitive components). 
 
Figure 2. Comparison of various wind turbine designs. Note the substantial size and weight reductions 
expected with the introduction of superconducting windings. Image courtesy of American 
Superconductor [23]. 
 However, given its stochastic nature, wind velocity is expected to change over 
time, both in the short term due to meteorological conditions and in the long term due to 
seasonal events. Additionally, in offshore wind farms with several turbines allocated in 
a fixed array, wind direction change will affect the wind velocity throughout the farm as 
the turbines facing the wind will mask it for the turbines behind them. Finally, wind 
turbines are expected to operate at a better performance within a certain wind speed 
range. A cut-in speed will determine the minimal wind speed at which the turbine is set 
to start rotating. In the same way, a cut-out speed will provide with a maximal wind 
speed at which the turbine is expected to work without risk [9]. Thus, for all wind 
speeds outside this nominal range, the turbine is expected to be turned off until the wind 
speed reaches an acceptable value. Every time a superconducting generator is started 
and stopped, hysteretic losses are to be expected as it interacts with the electric grid. 
Furthermore, in real operational conditions, load changes are expected as a part of 
everyday grid performance. In the same way, unbalanced loads and even short circuits 
should be considered as they can occur during ordinary work conditions or accidental 
disruptions in power demand. This non-ideal interaction with the electric grid will 
produce magnetic field fluctuations in the rotor’s coils. Clearly, these AC field ripples 
will amount to hysteresis losses in the superconducting windings. Overall, several 
sources, of either mechanical and/or electromagnetic character are expected to 
contribute to the AC heating losses. Understanding and being able of predicting these 
losses is fundamental for cryostat design. An exceedingly robust cryocooler design will 
decrease the overall efficiency while adding undesired weight and volume to the 
generator. In the same manner, safety and long term durability can be compromised by 
an optimistic design of the cryostat. 
 Despite the serious concerns described above, several technical resources can be 
applied to lower both mechanical and electrically born hysteretic losses in the 
superconducting windings. Pitch regulation of the blades angles can help on easing 
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transient mechanical inputs such as wind speed change or start up and turn off, hence 
providing with a steadier rotational speed. In a similar fashion, use of power converters 
can allow for smoothing the grid interaction and up to some degree deal with load 
unbalance, reactive loads and load change transients. But although some of the causes 
of HTS AC losses can be trimmed down with external devices, they will always be a 
matter of concern that must be taken into account while designing a superconducting 
generator. Consequences of unattended heating can lead to permanent damage of the 
machine. For instance, thermal run-away can be triggered by local temporary heat 
dissipation. This, in turn, would lead to detrimental burn out of the superconducting 
materials if excess heat is not removed fast enough or if protective measures are not 
enforced [26]. Thus determining safety limits from the operation point to critical 
boundaries is very important. 
1.4 Modeling and simulation challenges 
 Calculation of AC losses in HTS tapes typically requires using infinite 
dimensional models based on either integral equations [27] [28], partial differential 
equations [29] [30] [31] [32] or quasi-variational inequalities [33]. Although, a few 
analytical solutions do exist for particular geometries as described for instance in [34] 
[35], no general closed form solution is available yet. However, for practical matters, 
most formulations can be solved using a variety of numerical methods such as finite 
elements, finite differences or finite volumes among others. While sound results have 
been obtained with the aforementioned formulations, the numerical burden involved on 
simulating a large number of conductors can pose a significant shortcoming. Hence, 
simulation of large scale HTS devices such as magnet coils, transformers, generators 
and motors is limited by this issue.  
 This problem has already proven to be a matter of concern, and several efforts 
have been directed towards that end. For certain limiting cases such as infinite stacks, 
some results are already available [34] [36]. The case of a finite stack has already been 
treated in some small configurations [37] [38]. Other methods based on homogenization 
techniques include the works of Clem et al. [39], Yuan et al. [40] and the more recent 
work of Prigozhin and Sokolovsky [41]. These methods will be discussed in detail in 
chapter 4, where some of their inherent drawbacks will be discussed. 
 Furthermore, the multiscale nature of the problem at hand presents additional 
challenges. 2G HTS coated conductors have a thin superconducting layer of about 1 µm 
in thickness. On the opposite end of the scale, generators in the MW (KW) class are 
expected to have a cross section in the order of meters (decimeters). Within this range, 
the typical thickness of the tapes is found at about 100 µm, while the coils are in the 
centimeter to decimeter range. Overall, a successful model will span spatially the 
required 5 to 6 orders of magnitude connecting these phenomena. In order to perform 
such large scale simulations within reasonable computing and programing times, new 
models and/or simulation tools need to be developed. 
 Such tools should be comparable in speed and accuracy to the commercially 
available software packages based in the Finite Element Method currently used for 
electromagnetic simulations of rotating machinery. Also, it should provide with an easy 
and natural way to include normal conductors and magnetic materials with nonlinear 
properties. Therefore, design, analysis and optimization of superconducting devices for 
power applications should become an uncomplicated task. 
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Chapter 2 Modeling and Simulation 
 This chapter gives a brief introduction to the properties of type-II 
superconductors and describes the mechanism behind the losses under applied current 
transport. Expressions for the macroscopic constitutive relationship between the electric 
field  and the current density  and for the critical current density  are discussed. The 
chosen formulation based on the magnetic field , is deduced for the case of several 
conductors. Finally, a brief description of the finite element method and its solution in 
COMSOL Multiphysics is given.  
2.1 Type-II Superconductors 
 Type-II superconducting materials such as YBCO are characterized for 
presenting three significantly different states. These states are separated by two critical 
magnetic fields, namely  and 	. If the magnetic field is below the lower critical 
field , the Meissner state is exhibited and most magnetic field is expelled from the 
material. Only a small layer in the surface is penetrated up to a distance known as the 
London penetration depth. While in this state, the material is superconducting. Fields 
above the upper critical field  	 have the effect of cancelling all superconducting 
behavior as the material turns into a normal conductor, hence exhibiting Ohmic losses 
for applied transport currents. A more interesting effect happens when fields above  
but below the upper critical field 	 are applied (either externally or as a consequence 
of transport current). In this state, the material is a mixture of normal and 
superconducting materials. A phase diagram describing these three states is presented in 
Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. Phase diagram for type II superconductors. For fields below , the Meissner state is 
observed. Fields above 	 turn the material into a normal conductor. However, for fields above  but 
below 	, a mixed state in seen. 
 In the mixed state, as shown in Figure 4, magnetic field lines penetrate through 
small regions of the material. These regions become normal conductors within the 
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otherwise superconducting sample. Screening circular currents – called Abrikosov 
vortices – are created around the field lines. For this reason, the mixed state is also 
referred to as vortex state. Through this work, HTS materials will be assumed to be on 
the mixed state. Through each vortex passes a quantized magnetic flux: 
Φ   2⁄  (1)
where,  is the Plank’s constant and , the electron charge. When an electric current is 
applied to a type-II superconductor, the vortices in the material will experience a 
Lorentz force per length unit given by: 
    Φ (2)
where  is the local current density. If the force is strong enough to move the flux line, 
then, energy will be dissipated as: 
   ∙  (3)
 
Figure 4. Left: Lorentz force on the vortices of a type II superconductor in the mixed state. A current 
density  in the  direction and a magnetic flux density  in the  direction are applied, producing a 
Lorentz force  in the  direction that acts on each vortex. Rigth: Each vortex has a quantized magnetic 
flux Φ   2⁄ . 
 However, vortices typically stick to material defects. These defects can come 
from a wide variety of sources, either as a non-intended manufacturing issue or as a 
carefully planned addition. It turns out that the vortex energy is reduced in these 
locations, hence the associated potential energy wells will pin the vortices in the 
material with a so called “pinning force” [42]. The pinning force can then be expressed 
as: 
 	  !  (4)
where ! is the pinning energy. As long as the pinning force is larger than the Lorentz 
force acting on a vortex, no displacement will occur. Hence, transport current will be 
possible without incurring in energy dissipation. On the other hand, following from 
equation (3), if no pinning is exhibited at all, the zero resistivity characteristic of the 
superconducting material will be lost, as energy will be dissipated. It is the balance 
between the pinning and the Lorentz forces that gives rise to the critical current density. 
It can be thought of as the maximum allowed current density producing a Lorentz force 
that does not yet overcome the pinning force. Assuming the geometry as described in 
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Figure 4, the forces in equations (2) and (4) are balanced when   . Solving these 
equations for  yields: 
   !Φ 		 (5)
The interaction among vortices has been disregarded, but this picture helps to describe 
the nature of the critical current density as a consequence of vortex pinning. 
 In a phenomenological way, the Ginzburg-Landau equations can be used to 
describe the behavior of superconductors in the mixed state. Their numerical solution by 
means of finite elements has been studied for more than 20 years [43]. However, as 
pointed out by Bossavit [44] this approach is not a suitable option when dealing with 
samples much larger than the characteristic size of the Abrikosov vortices’ lattice. 
Given that the power applications intended in this work fall far from this spatial scales, 
other modeling and simulation strategies were sought to consider the macroscopic 
behavior of superconductors. In what follows, material characteristics are presented 
along with macroscopic constitutive relations before discussing the selected modeling 
strategy and its solution by the finite element method. 
2.2 E-J relationship and critical current density 
 As already mentioned, being in the mixed state, superconducting materials will 
exhibit a non-zero resistivity that increases for either large enough applied transport 
currents or magnetic fields. A typical set of I-V curves for a 2G HTS coated conductor 
is presented in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. IV-curves at 77K for different magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the tape’s wide face of a 
Superpower [18] coated conductor. Data courtesy of Asger B. Abrahamsen. 
 Macroscopically, the Current–Voltage characteristic relation in 2G HTS coated 
conductors can be modeled by fitting experimental data with the following power law: 
"  "	# $$%&	#
'%& ()*+%$& (6)
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 Here, " and $ stand for the voltage drop across the conductor and the transport 
current respectively; both $,%& and +%& are scalar functions of the magnetic flux 
density ; and " is a constant, set so that a 1µV/cm criteria is met. This means that, in 
DC conditions, the critical current $,%& of a coated conductor is reached once a 
voltage drop of 1µV is observed in a 1cm long sample. The power law exponent +%&, 
determines how sharp the transition from the superconducting to the resistive state is. 
 The critical state model proposed by Bean [45], and further improvements made 
by Kim et al. [46] provided with very useful ways to calculate AC losses in 
superconductors, however those models consider a discontinuous  −  relation, and are 
not capable of considering overcritical currents. A widely used alternative is the use of a 
power law relation as described by Rhyner [47]. Considering equation (6), such choice 
appears rather naturally as:  
  -	 # 	%&#
'%& ||		 (7)
where 	%& is the field dependent critical current density, +%&, the power law index 
and -	  1μV/cm. For consistency with other materials, this  −  relation can be 
written as  
  5678 (8)
where 5678, the mesoscopic resistivity, is given by:  
5678  -		%&	# 	%&#
'%&9
 (9)
 
Figure 6. $%& curves at several temperatures. Image courtesy of Superpower [18]. The direction //c 
(parallel to the c-axis of the material) is perpendicular to the tapes surface 
 Experimental data for the critical current in superconducting wires is presented 
in Figure 6 Note that while for higher temperatures and lower applied magnetic fields, $ presents a strong  dependence. On the other hand, at low temperatures and high 
applied magnetic fields, this dependence is much weaker. 
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 Development of 2G HTS conductors has seen constant developments with 
increasing critical current densities and overall performance enhance under applied 
magnetic field [21]. Therefore, every new batch produced has at the least some small 
change. Dr. Wolfgang Nick gave a humorous analogy on the matter (personal 
communication, February 7th, 2012): The situation is in a way similar to wine 
production. A good enologist can tell the make and the year of each wine by tasting a 
sip of it. In the same way, a good experimentalist could guess the make and the year for 
a given small sample of a 2G HTS conductor. Although, originally intended as a joke, 
this situation is true and has serious implications for modeling and simulation as the 
material properties have to be constantly updated. 
 Throughout this document, several expressions to describe the critical current 
density  dependence upon the magnetic flux density  will be used. Without loss of 
generality and considering that :∥ and :< are respectively, the parallel and 
perpendicular components of the magnetic flux density with respect to the tape’s 
surface, the following expression [48]: 
%&  ,0
>
?1 +AB2C:∥C
2 + |:⊥|2:0 E
F
G
	
 
(10)
will be considered. Here H is the critical current density at zero applied magnetic field; B is a parameter quantifying the anisotropy of the HTS material; : is the characteristic 
magnetic field and G the exponent of the field dependence. Other relations used in this 
work can be reduced from (10) by appropriately choosing these material parameters. 
2.3 Formulation 
 During the course of this PhD study some investigations were performed using 
several models and formulations already used for simulating superconductors, 
including: 
1. The I − J formulation, based on the current vector potential I, and the scalar 
magnetic potential	J, as presented by Amemiya et al. [30] 
2. The K formulation as presented by Stenvall & Tarhasaari [32] based on the 
magnetic vector potential. 
3. The critical state model based on the magnetic vector potential as presented by 
Campbell [29]. 
 However, the H-formulation [31] using linear edge elements was chosen for its 
stability, speed and capability to consider overcritical currents. Early uses of a 
formulation in the magnetic field H for modeling superconductors can be traced back to 
Kajikawa et al. [49] and to Pecher et al. [50]. The latter, already used edge elements for 
performing numerical simulations. Their treatment however does separate the self and 
applied contributions of the magnetic field. Strategies involving only the physical 
magnetic field  appear in Hong et al. [51] and Brambilla et al. [31]. A further study 
made by Nguyen and Ashworth [52], allowed extending the model to consider materials 
with nonlinear  − relations. This is the case of roll assisted biaxially textured 
substrate (RABiTS) 2G HTS tapes, where a magnetic substrate is employed to deposit 
the YBCO layer. In the end, the formulation described in this work will correspond to 
the one presented by Brambilla et al. [31] as no separation is made between the self and 
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external fields. However the derivation and justification follows closer to Kajikawa’s 
[49].  
 For power applications, the low frequency regime can be assumed. Starting from 
Maxwell’s equations, the problem is reduced to calculating the Eddy currents for a 
material with nonlinear resistivity. Therefore, displacement currents are to be neglected 
and the Electromagnetic field can be obtained by solving the related Quasi-static 
problem [53] [54]: 
M     (11)
M ∙   N (12)
M   + OOP  N (13)
  5 (14)
  Q (15)
 We start our treatment by substituting the  −  and  − relations, given in 
(14) and (15); in Maxwell–Faraday equation (13) and Gauss's law for magnetism (12), 
yielding: 
M  5	 + O%Q	&OP  N (16)
and 
M ∙ %Q	&  N (17)
By restricting the present study to consider only linear magnetic materials, such that QR  0, further substitution of Ampère's circuital law (11) on (16) yields: 
M  %5M &  −Q O%&OP  (18)
Note that, in principle, simultaneous solution of equations (17) and (18) yields a 
problem as it would involve having one too many equations, therefore an alternative 
procedure must be used. An elegant solution to this issue was presented by Kajikawa et 
al. [49]. Taking the divergence of equation (18) yields: 
S ∙ TS  %5S  &U  S ∙ V−O%Q&OP W (19)
 The left hand side of equation (19) is identically zero. After exchanging the 
order of time and spatial derivatives it is easy to see that  ∙ %Q&, or alternatively  ∙ , 
is constant in time. Consequently, if  ∙   0 at a given time P, then  ∙   0, will 
hold at any other instant. So, if initial conditions are chosen so that  ∙ %Q&|XYXH  0 
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then, it is assured that that  ∙ %Q&  0 will hold at all times. Finally, a complete 
formulation is given by equation (18), initial conditions fulfilling equation (17) and a set 
of appropriate boundary conditions and/or constraints.  
2.4 Several parallel conductors 
 Consider the cross section of a bundle of conductors – both normal and 
superconducting materials – surrounded by air. The computational domain of interest Ω 
is shown in Figure 7. To model a stack or a coil, its cross section is considered and 
assumed as a bundle of parallel conductors. In the case of a stack, if the conductors are 
coupled at the ends, transport current can be imposed by means of a Dirichlet condition 
at the domain boundary OΩ. However, for the more general case of a given current 
being forced in each conductor, as it is for coils or the strands of ROEBEL cables, said 
Dirichlet condition alone would not suffice. As an example, consider a two layer coaxial 
cable. Knowing the magnetic field outside the cable does not provide enough 
information about the currents: any two equal, but opposite currents of any given 
magnitude would produce a zero magnetic field. 
 In general, a group of + parallel conductors can be considered – each carrying a 
prescribed current $[%P&, B ∈ ]1,2, … , +`. As described by Brambilla et al. [31], one 
integral constraint per conductor ensures the requirement is met: 
$[%P&   	Kab  (20)
 
Figure 7. Computational domain Ω  Ωc⋃Ωe⋃Ωfg. The superconducting regions are denoted by Ωfg, 
the normal conductors by Ωe and the air by Ωc. Note that neither Ωfg nor Ωe need to be connected. The 
arrow points to the kij	conductor which carries a net current Il%t&. The boundary of the computational 
domain is denoted by ∂Ω. 
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 Here,   op ∙ S   is the component of the current density in the direction out 
of the plane and $[%P&, the net transport current in the conductor q[. Note that in the 2D 
case considered here, the critical current density   S  , has only one non-zero 
component. If each tape carries the same current $%P&	as it is the case for coils or 
ROEBEL cables, then ∀B ∈ ]1,2, … , +`, $[%P&  $%P&. Finally, considering Figure 7 
again, the Eddy currents problem is reduced to find  such that: 
S  5S    −Q OOP )+	J (21)
  stuv +twX x+	OJ (22)
$[%P&   	Kab ∀B ∈ ]1,2, … , +` (23)
|yYN  |	S ∙ %Q	&  N (24)
 Values for ,  and  can be calculated from  using equations (11), (14) and 
(15) respectively. Finally, calculation of instantaneous AC losses (in W/m) can be 
achieved by evaluating of the following integral: 
z   ∙ {8  (25)
For periodic driving signals (either applied magnetic field or transport current), average 
AC losses (in W/m) can also be calculated by means of the following integral: 
|  1I P
7
  ∙ {8  (26)
2.5 Simulation 
 Given the complexity and size of the simulation exercise intended, from the 
beginning it was decided to use a commercial software package to perform the 
numerical calculations. In that way, work could be applied to speeding up the 
computations by modeling rather than by developing numerical algorithms. A couple of 
software platforms were considered and tested: FlexPDE [55], and COMSOL 
Multiphysics [56]. Although, FlexPDE provided with the necessary tools to run 
complex simulations, it lacked built-in edge elements, required to simulate the chosen 
formulation at manageable computational speeds. On the other hand, besides including 
edge elements, COMSOL’s built-in rotating machinery package made the choice 
simpler. Therefore no further efforts were invested in creating an electrical generator 
simulation tool from scratch. 
2.6 The Finite Element Method and COMSOL Multiphysics 
 In this section, a short description of the finite element method is given. Also, a 
brief explanation of how integral constraints are implemented in COMSOL is provided. 
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Being COMSOL the chosen software for implementation of the numerical simulations, 
the treatment presented here follows closely the package’s manuals [57] [58] and 
Zimmerman’s work [59]. Although, the description follows a rather general approach, 
particular attention is given to the Eddy currents problem described in the previous 
sections. For those purposes, consider again Figure 7. Let equation (21) holds in the set Ω ⊂ ℝ	 with boundary OΩ, then, the Eddy currents problem is reduced to find  such 
that equations (21) through (24) are met. The first step towards solving the problem 
using finite elements is to express it in weak form. The reminder of this chapter is 
intended to that end. 
 For simplicity, the double curl in the left hand side of equation (21) can be 
transformed using the summation convention as follows: 
S  5S    Ou	O ou (27)
where ou is the X Cartesian canonical vector and   5%%S&7 − S&. Here S, the 
gradient of , is also the Jacobian matrix of . Therefore using (27), equation (21) can 
be written as: 
Ou 	O ou  −Q OOP )+	J (28)
Also, Dirichlet boundary conditions (22) can be rewritten as: 
%&  0 )+	OJ (29)
with 
%&  − Tstuv +twXU (30)
In the same way, integral constraints (23) can be expressed as: 
%N&  0 (31)
where %N& is a vector with + components such that its BX component is: 
[%&  $[%P& −  	Kab  (32)
Finally, for simplicity, zero initial values will be chosen, so that |yYN  N. Note 
however, that this selection fulfills the divergence free requirement in (24). The original 
problem becomes then finding  such that: 
Ou	O ou  −Q OOP 		)+	J,					%&  0		x+	OJ,					%N&  0,					|yYN  N (33)
 The Eddy currents problem (33) can readily be rephrased in its weak form 
representation. Let  – called the vector test function – be a vector whose scalar 
components are sufficiently smooth and arbitrary functions defined in Ω. Dot 
multiplying the PDE in (33) by  and integrating on Ω yields: 
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 u 	Ou	O 	K + uQ
OuOP K  0 (34)
where u is the X component of  and K the area element. Alternatively, a divergence 
form for the space derivatives can be used as follows: 
u 	S ⋅ u	K + uQ
OuOP K  0 (35)
with u being the X row of . After integrating by parts and using Green’s formula, 
yields: 
 uu ⋅ ( −Su ⋅ uK + uQ
OuOP K  0 (36)
where ds is the line element and  is the normal unitary vector pointing outward of OΩ. 
As no flux source term is present in the boundary, generalized Neumann boundary 
conditions can be expressed as: 
− ⋅ u  O%&	Ou %&				x+	OJ (37)
Here, R%& is the )X component of %&, as described in (30), and λ%& is the )X 
Lagrange multiplier. Further substitution of (37) in equation (36) yields: 
 u O%&	Ou %&( + Su ⋅ u − uQ
OuOP  K  0 (38)
In this way, the equation is augmented to include the Dirichlet boundary conditions as 
the introduction of the Lagrange multipliers allows for the simultaneous solution of both 
(38) and (29). Additional conditions can be added in a similar fashion. For instance, the 
integral constraints (31) can be included by augmenting (38) with the terms: 
u O%&	Ou %& (39)
 Finally, the complete set of equations can be written as: 
 u O%&	Ou %&( + Su ⋅ u − uQ
OuOP  K + u
O%&	Ou %&  0				)+			J (40)
%&  N x+	OJ (41)
%N&  N x+			 (42)
where P is a set of + mesh nodes used to associate the constraints in (42) with.  
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 Notice that there is no explicit need to solve for the Lagrange multipliers. They 
are only used to introduce both the Dirichlet boundary conditions and the integral 
constraints in the weak formulation. Using a variational principle, the Lagrange 
multipliers can be eliminated. For that purpose, consider the following boundary 
conditions on the test functions: 
u O%&	Ou  0		x+	OJ					+				u O
%&	Ou  0		x+	 (43)
After substituting (43) in (40), then the problem reduces to finding functions Hu such 
that: 
 Su ⋅ u − uQ OuOP K  0				)+			J (44)
%&  N x+	OJ (45)
%N&  N x+			 (46)
For all test functions fulfilling conditions (43). 
 Equation system (44)-(46) can now be easily discretized. Using finite elements 
and basis functions, both the dependent variables u and the test functions u can be 
approximated as follows: 
u  ! 	%u& (47)
and 
u  "	%u& (48)
where ! and " are the vectors of unknowns and 	%u& are the basis functions related to 
the variable u. Basis functions are used to represent the dependent variable in a discrete 
way. In that sense, a mesh discretization of the space domain can be used. Each basis 
function has support only in one element. In this work two types of basis functions were 
used. Quadratic Lagrange elements are already implemented as part of the AC/DC 
module of COMSOL that was used to simulate the generator. For the H-formulation 
described above, linear edge elements were used. 
 Note, that equation (44) is linear in the test functions u. Then, if (44) is fulfilled 
for each basis function 	%u&, such that u  	%u&, it will be satisfied for u  "	%u&, a 
linear combination of them. Hence, after substituting the corresponding finite element 
approximations the discretization of the weak equation (44) is: 
T,R , PU  0 (49)
where  is the vector of unknowns !. The integrands in (49) are calculated using a 
numerical quadrature formula. A similar discretization procedure can be used for the 
constraints %N& and %& in (45)-(46). Collecting these constraints together yields: 
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%, P&  0 (50)
 Finally, the problem is reduced to solving the Differential Algebraic System 
(49)-(50) in the unknown vector . This is accomplished by the IDA solver [60] 
implemented in COMSOL. This solver uses variable-order variable-step-size backward 
differentiation formulas. Furthermore, the IDA solver is equipped with a Newton solver, 
so that the nonlinear equations can be solved [57]. 
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Chapter 3 Stacks and coils 
 This chapter explains the importance of modeling and simulation of HTS stacks 
as a building block for large scale applications such as cables, coils and rotating 
machinery. Some of the current challenges are exposed and a proposed strategy based 
upon the use of structured meshes is compared against previously published results 
showing good agreement. The method is further used for performing calculations in 
racetrack coils. The content of this chapter follows closely the works presented at the 
COMSOL 2009 conference held in Milan, the Applied Superconductivity Conference 
2010 held in Washington DC; and three subsequent publications [61] [62] [63], all of 
which are included in appendixes A, B and C, respectively. 
3.1 Importance of 2G HTS stacks 
 At the moment, motors, generators, transformers and large magnets are designed 
and/or built taking advantage of the high magnetic field achieved by superconducting 
coils in compact designs. In the same manner, superconducting cables such as the 
increasingly popular ROEBEL are being used for their high current capacity [64] [65]. 
Although some of these devices are designed so that their superconducting elements do 
not experience AC electric currents or magnetic fields, heating losses are expected 
during transient responses. Furthermore, transformers, asynchronous rotating 
machinery, and cables carrying AC currents are inherently burdened by hysteretic 
losses. Understanding and calculating these losses is fundamental for performance 
evaluation and design. As mentioned in chapter 1, in the particular case of a 
synchronous generator, AC losses in the rotor windings are not expected during normal 
operation. However, transient losses could emerge due to mechanical torque or electric 
load signals change. 
 The cross section of racetrack coils, as the ones conforming radial flux electric 
motors or generators, can be modeled as a couple of stacks transporting current in 
opposite directions. Pancake (circular) coils can be treated in a similar way for the case 
of sufficiently large internal radius. Finally, ROEBEL cables can be modeled as two 
parallel stacks of tapes where all the strands carry the same net current [64]. Hence, 
calculation of AC losses in large scale HTS devices typically boils down to computing 
the equivalent Eddy currents problem for stacks of tapes that are subjected to transport 
current.  
 Modeling and simulation of the AC response of HTS stacks has shown to be a 
cumbersome task. It has already been the subject of study by means of: integral 
equations using a thin conductor approximation [36]; anisotropic homogenous-medium 
approximations [39] [40] [41]; and 2D numerical solution of either partial differential 
equations [37] or quasi-variational inequalities [38] detailing the actual layout of just a 
few conductors.  
 Use of integral equations has demonstrated to provide fast solutions for the 
limiting cases where the configuration of the problem at hand can be reduced to solve 
one or two equations like for infinite stacks or windings [36]. However, for the general 
case of a finite stack, the number of equations will increase proportionally with the 
number of conductors. Use of nonlocal operators will likely imply having a fully 
coupled matrix in the numerical solution process by finite elements. Hence, the 
computational time involved in simulation of finite stacks will become much of a 
burden for cases involving more than a handful of conductors. 
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 In the previous chapter, the strategy for 2D finite element solution of the PDEs 
describing the equivalent Eddy currents problem for a bundle of superconducting wires 
was already discussed. However, the large aspect ratio of 2G HTS tapes has become a 
matter of concern for the purpose of numerical simulations [36] [66]. Use of regular 
meshes with elements’ aspect ratio close to unity  produce a large number of degrees of 
freedom as the thin layers in the coated conductors require many of such elements. The 
superconducting layer of commercially available 2G HTS coated conductors presents 
aspects ratios in the order of 103 to 104. Hence, discretization of the layers in the coated 
conductor will be affected by this factor. Simulation of several conductors then proved 
to be a rather unmanageable task. 
 To overcome this issue without leaving the 2D modeling frame, a strategy 
involving the implementation of geometries with lower aspect ratios along with a scaled 
current density value was recently proposed [66]. Nevertheless, the problem persists as 
the aforementioned method is based upon extrapolation of calculations for lower aspect 
ratio domains.  
 The large aspect ratio of the thin films in coated conductors shows the multiscale 
nature of the layout: thickness and width are in different spatial scales. In the coming 
sections a strategy to simulate superconductors in a timely effective manner is 
presented. The simulation is based on the H-formulation as described in the previous 
chapter. As it will be shown, the use of this multiscale approach allows for simulation of 
stacks for many applications rapidly and with ease. The case for the anisotropic 
homogenous-medium approximations will be discussed in the next chapter, where the 
further improvements will be presented. 
3.2 Structured (mapped) meshes 
 Typical free meshing techniques use mesh elements with aspect ratio close to 
unity to discretize a domain [67], hence avoiding elongated elements. Their use in 
discretizing thin layers poses a significant drawback. This is due to the fact that the 
number of elements increases heavily with the growing aspect ratio of the layer. As a 
result, the number of degrees of freedom is augmented and so is the computing time. 
This is of large importance while simulating 2G HTS coated conductors since the aspect 
ratio of the superconducting layer can be as high as 104.  
 This big aspect ratio in the conductor layer's width/thickness can be dealt with 
by means of a multiscale mesh. Up to some degree, the aspect ratio of such mesh 
elements should resemble the conductor’s own aspect ratio and overall shape. This 
purpose is fulfilled by use of structured (mapped) meshes. 
 In this work, rectangular structured meshes were used to discretize all non-Air 
domains. Although the optimal aspect ratio for the mesh elements was not investigated, 
aspect ratios in excess of 100 provided good results. Structured meshes were 
implemented in all thin layers, allowing for 75 elements for the width and two (or four) 
for the thickness of each layer. Therefore, aspect ratios of 80 (or 160) were obtained for 
the mesh elements. Figure 8 shows a comparison of both free and structured meshing 
approaches. Use of free meshes required 17150 elements to discretize the thin layer 
shown. At the same time, only 150 were necessary while using mapped meshes. A 
reduction in excess to 3 orders of magnitude for the number of elements was achieved 
just for the superconducting strip. Furthermore, notice that the area around the layer also 
experienced a significant mesh reduction. This translates to an overall significant 
reduction in the number of unknowns and therefore in a computational speedup. 
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Figure 8. Consecutive zoom views of the mesh in and around a superconducting strip of 3 mm by 1 µm
[62]. The horizontal scale in all subfigures is in mm. Left column: using free meshes, with elements’ 
aspect ratio close to unity, 17150 elements were needed for the superconducting region using 2 elements 
to discretize the thickness of the layer. Right column: using mapped meshes only 150 were necessary for 
the same purpose. 
3.3 Validation 
 To test the proposed meshing technique, the cases of transport current and 
applied external field were considered just as presented by Brambilla et al. [28]. AC 
losses were calculated for a superconducting strip of 3 mm of width and thickness of 1 
µm. The critical current , and the power law exponent +, were assumed constants with 
values of 1010 A/m2 and 25, respectively. For the air (or vacuum) surrounding the 
conductor, a finite resistivity of 1 Ω·m was used. A relative permeability equal to 1 was 
assumed for both air and the superconducting domains. All transport currents and 
externally applied fields were sinusoidal signals with frequency of 50 Hz. The 
comparison of the calculated values for several applied fields and transport currents is 
shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of calculated AC losses for several values of externally applied AC Magnetic Field 
(left) and of transport current (right) [62]. The SM label corresponds to the calculations made with the 
proposed discretization using structured meshes and the labels with the symbol * to published results in 
Brambilla et al. [28]. 
 Note that for both cases considered, the numerical results are in good agreement 
with the previously published numerical computations. Only in the case of small current 
fractions a difference is seen when compared to the 1D model. However, this issue is 
considered to be a drawback of the 1D model [68] as both 2D computations match. 
Overall, it is seen that no accuracy is compromised when structured meshes are used as 
compared to other 2D methods using free meshes with elements’ aspect ratio close to 
unity. To test the speed performance of both strategies, comparison of the computing 
time reported by Brambilla et al. [28] is shown in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10. Computing time for a full cycle at 50 Hz [62]. The SM-2 and SM-4 curves refer to 
calculations made with the proposed discretization using structured meshes with 2 or 4 elements across 
the thickness respectively. The labels with the symbol * correspond to published  results [28] for 1D 
models, and for 2D models with 2 and 4 mesh elements across the thickness. 
 It is relevant to point out that the use of mapped meshes allowed for calculations 
to be performed two to three orders of magnitude faster than with regular free meshing 
for full 2D simulations. The computational speed up is more significant for thin layers 
in the order of 1 µm as the ones used in commercially available 2G HTS coated 
conductors. Furthermore, calculations using mapped meshes with two and four elements 
used across the thickness were up to five times faster than the reported computing time 
for the 1D formulation. Therefore, using structured meshes, a fast and accurate 
approach has been implemented to calculate AC losses in superconducting thin layers. 
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3.4 Simulation of a racetrack coil 
 To illustrate the potential of the method presented, one of the racetrack coils of 
the Superwind project [69] was considered. The coil is composed of 57 turns of the 
commercially available Copper Laminated Amperium Wire from American 
Superconductor [70]. Figure 11 shows the actual architecture of the coil along with its 
corresponding modeled cross section along with successive zooms of the geometry used 
to perform simulations. The true thickness of the 1µm superconducting layer was taken 
into account. For simplicity and taking advantage of the symmetry, only one quarter of 
the cross section of the coil was simulated. 
Figure 11. Left: Racetrack coil from the Superwind project [69]. Right: geometrical representation used 
to model the cross section of the coil [62]. Note that the actual topology (up to the µm scale) of the 
layered media in the 2G HTS coated conductors is considered. 
 In a first simulation, an AC current of 65.8 A, at 50 Hz was imposed to each of 
the 57 tapes in a vertical stack. While the thickness of each tape was 0.2 mm, the stack 
was 2 cm high, hence allowing for insulation and/or air among tapes. Values for the 
power law exponent + and the critical current density  of 21 and 2.375×1010 A/m2, 
respectively were used. This corresponded to a critical current $ of 95 A in a single 
tape. Values for the resistivity of the hardened copper coating (6 nΩ·m), solder (30 
nΩ·m) and substrate (65 nΩ·m) were obtained from Nam et al. (2007). An operating 
temperature of 77 K was assumed. In this first study, the nonlinear permeability of the 
substrate was not considered [62]. However, a latter study for 2 parallel racetrack coils, 
each composed of 50 turns, included such property [63]. In what follows the substrate 
will be considered to be non-magnetic for consistency with the upcoming chapters. This 
corresponds to the case of 2G HTS tapes manufactured using the Ion Bean Assisted 
Deposition technique (IBAD) as the commercially available Superpower wires [18]. 
 The magnetic field , for the whole cross section of the coil at peak current 
value is presented in Figure 12. Also, successive plots at different phase values are 
shown to depict a half AC cycle. For simplicity in comparison, only one quarter of the 
cross section of the whole coil is presented. Particularly, notice how the magnetic field 
is trapped inside the coil at both phase values of π and 2π (when the net current of each 
turn of the coil is zero). This is due to the remnant current profiles inside the 
superconducting layers. 
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|| 
[A/m] 
 
π 9π/8 5π/4 11π/8 3π/2 13π/8 7π/4 15π/8 2π 
Figure 12. Top: magnetic field magnitude || [A/m] for the cross section of the coil at peak current value 
[62]. The stream lines show the magnetic field lines. For a better visualization, the geometric features 
such as domain edges were not plotted. Bottom: detailed cross sectional plots at different phase values. 
From π to 2π in π/8 increments (from left to right).  
 
 Although computational times changed depending on the fraction of the critical 
current imposed, simulation of a whole AC cycle was done well under 6 hours. 
 To study the effect of a non-constant value for the critical current density , a 
second simulation was performed. The following empiric relation for the  dependence 
of the critical current $%&, of a single tape was used: 
$%&  1 + |:<| (51)
here,   0.0104	K9,   0.043	T9K9 and :< is the component of the magnetic 
field perpendicular to the tape’s surface. This relation was scaled to represent the  
dependent value for the critical current density of the superconducting material as 
follows: 
%&  1/{678 + |:<| (52)
where {678 is the surface area of the superconducting layer’s cross section of a tape. 
Although no significant differences were observed for the magnetic field profile in the 
coil with the new  characteristic, the overall current distribution in the 
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superconductors presented some changes. Figure 13 shows the normalized current 
density / in the tapes of the coil for the two considered cases. Note that when the %& dependence is used, the current penetrates deeper into the stack. Recall that the 
net current flowing in each strand of the stack is the same for both examples (65.8 A, at 
50 Hz). Also, the collective current profiles of the tapes for the case of %& show a 
narrower “dog biscuit” like shape. 
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Figure 13. Normalized current density /. Top: considering a constant  value. Bottom: considering %& as in equation (52). Results shown at different phase values: from π to 2π in π/4 increments (from 
left to right). For visualization purposes, only data for the superconducting layers’ is plotted; the 
superconducting layers’ actual thickness is artificially expanded in the vertical direction and the aspect 
ratio of the coil is halved. The actual width of the superconducting layers is 4 mm while the height of the 
stack is 2 cm. 
 
 The difference in the current density profiles of the tapes can be better 
understood by considering the normalized critical current density %&/%N& as shown 
in Figure 14. Notice that, at peak net current, the critical current density of the tapes in 
the stack drops below 75% of its zero field value %N& on the stack sides. Therefore, the 
current has to penetrate deeper into the superconducting layers to accommodate the 
desired net transport current as already shown in Figure 13. The pattern in the 
normalized critical current density %&/%N& can be compared to the magnetic field  already shown in Figure 12. Note that for a phase value of 3π/2, the magnetic field 
lines lie perpendicular to the tapes surface, hence minimizing the %& value as defined 
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in equation (52). Overall, as it would be expected, the local minima for %& 
correspond to the interfacial regions of positive and negative current density. 
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Figure 14. Normalized critical current density %&/%N& as in equation (52). Results shown at different 
phase values: from π to 2π in π/4 increments (from left to right). For visualization purposes, only data for 
the superconducting layers’ is plotted; the superconducting layers’ actual thickness is artificially 
expanded in the vertical direction and the aspect ratio of the coil is halved. The actual width of the 
superconducting layers is 4 mm while the height of the stack is 2cm.  
3.5 Calculation of AC Losses 
 The energy loss Q (in J/cycle/m) was calculated for several net transport currents 
expressed as a fraction of the critical current $/$. Again, both cases considering the 
critical current density as a constant and as dependent of the magnetic flux density were 
studied. The obtained values (in J/cycle/m) are presented in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15. AC losses for several net transport currents expressed as fraction of the critical current $  95K. Included, power law fits, |£¤and |£¤%&  for both constant and  dependent critical current 
densities, respectively. For comparison, Norris’ expressions for both ellipses and strips are also plotted. 
For Norris’ expressions, the losses of one isolated conductor were scaled by the number of tapes in the 
stack. 
 Although both approaches present a similar behavior, the losses for a constant  
are lower. Norris’ expressions [71] for both ellipses and strips are also plotted for 
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comparison with the obtained results. Exponents in the range 3.5-3.6 have been 
obtained and are in qualitative agreement with the analytical expressions for isolated 
conductors.  Additional losses should be expected from the magnetic substrate, which as 
mentioned earlier were not considered here. For such analysis, the reader is directed to 
[63] were such effects were included.  
3.6 Conclusion 
 The use of structured (mapped) meshes with large aspect ratio elements allowed 
simulating the electromagnetic properties of superconducting materials in thin 
geometries faster than when using free meshes. Both transport and applied field cases 
were studied. No significant accuracy compromise in the calculation of AC losses was 
observed in either case. For a single conductor, computational time was reduced by 2 to 
3 orders of magnitude. Although further studies upon finding an optimal mesh 
distribution are yet to be performed, aspect ratio values of 80 and 160 for the mesh 
elements used in this work provided results consistent with previously published data.  
 Use of the proposed method allowed calculating AC losses in fairly large coated 
conductor problems with ease and within manageable time. This allows thinking about 
design optimization or simulations of further applications like large magnets or 
superconducting motors and generators in the near future as it is the main goal of this 
study. 
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Chapter 4 Homogenization 
 The last tool developed during the course of this PhD study leading to the 
simulation of an HTS generator is presented in this chapter. The underlying idea is to 
find a homogenized equivalent for the stack of tapes. This can be thought of as 
“washing out” the geometric internal features of the stack while keeping its overall 
electromagnetic behavior. The starting point of the analysis is in the previously 
published models considering this problem. The models are described and emphasis is 
made upon the choice of assumptions in each case. The model presented here relies on 
none of the aforementioned assumptions, thus providing with a more general scope. The 
proposed strategy is then validated by comparison with full scale 2D simulations, where 
good agreement is shown. Using this method, speedup of about 2 orders of magnitude 
was achieved for the simulation of a stack of 64 tapes. 
4.1 Challenges in 2D formulations 
 In the previous chapter, a strategy for speeding up the calculation of AC losses 
in stacks of 2G HTS coated conductors using 2D finite element simulations was 
presented. The fastest approach in this sense relied upon the use of structured meshes. 
Overall, computational speed was increased by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude when 
compared to other 2D strategies and even performed faster than 1D formulations relying 
on integral equations. Despite all aforementioned improvements, the calculation time 
for one AC cycle of transport current in a racetrack coil of 57 turns was reported to be 
about 6 hours [62]. Large scale applications will typically require computation of larger 
stacks for longer periods of time, far exceeding the duration of an AC cycle. 
Furthermore, as the number of conductors increase, the numerical burden of performing 
simulations does so accordingly and computational time scales up. Therefore further 
improvements are necessary for speeding up computations. 
4.2 State of the art 
 Several works have already modeled a stack of tapes as an anisotropic 
homogenous bulk. In a first work, Clem et al. [39] adhered to the following 
assumptions: 
1. The critical current density  of the superconducting layer is constant. 
2. Considering a stack as the one in Figure 16, the magnetic field is parallel to the 
tapes surfaces inside the subcritical region of the equivalent anisotropic bulk 
model. Therefore in that region, it can be assumed that O/ ∂x  0 (the current 
density does not depend on ). 
3. The boundary between the critical and subcritical zones can be approximated 
with a straight line perpendicular to the tapes surfaces. 
 In a further work by Yuan et al. [40] this first assumption is discarded by 
allowing a Kim like model for the critical current density %& dependence on the 
magnetic field . Although the second assumption is kept, the third is improved by 
using parabolas to fit the boundary between the critical and subcritical zones. More 
recently, a further model was presented by Prigozhin and Sokolovsky [41]. Their model 
for the anisotropic bulk limit, based on a quasi-variational inequality formulation, does 
not rely on any assumptions for the shape of boundaries separating the critical and 
subcritical zones in the stack. However, this formulation is based upon the critical state 
model using a Kim-like ,%& dependence [46]. Hence, it assumes a zero electric field 
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 for all subcritical regions and does not allow for considering overcritical local 
currents. 
4.3 Modeling Strategy 
 In the following sections, a further generalization for the anisotropic bulk model 
is described where none of the aforementioned assumptions is considered. The 
treatment is based upon the popular H-formulation using edge elements [31] as 
described in chapter 2 using a power law to describe the  −  relationship. An scaled 
Kim-like model is used to characterize the %& dependence. All calculations are 
implemented in the commercially available FEM software package COMSOL. The 
model for the homogenized stack is compared to a fully featured stack of tapes to 
evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method. Furthermore, the method presented here 
can also be used for ROEBEL cables, and pancake and racetrack coils given appropriate 
boundary conditions. 
 
Figure 16. Cross section of the idealized stack of tapes considered. The transport current flows in the z 
direction (out of plane). The stack’s height is denoted by 2, its width by 2 and the distance among 
tapes by ¦. Hence the number of tapes + is given by +  2/¦. 
4.4 Formulation  
 Consider the vertical stack of 2G HTS tapes as described in Figure 16. Although 
in a real application, the separation between the tapes ¦, could be a packing quality 
parameter changing throughout the stack, it will be considered constant in this study. 
The stack in Figure 17 shows a representation of the stack as a periodic linear array of 
unit cells. Up to the µm scale, this layout corresponds to a 2G HTS coated conductor as 
the one developed by Superpower [18]. A unit cell then, will be composed of layers of 
copper, silver, YBCO, substrate and the air/insulation separating it from the next tape. 
In order to consider an anisotropic bulk model, the actual topological features of the 
tapes are then “washed out”. Therefore, material parameters have to be modified 
accordingly.  
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Figure 17. Stack of conductors as a periodic array of unit cells. The zoomed image (right) shows the 
internal layered structure of each unit cell. 
 Typical resistivity values of normal conductors are several orders of magnitude 
bigger than their corresponding counterparts for superconductors in the mixed state. For 
this reason, in the homogenization process only the superconductor and the vacuum will 
be considered. 
 The Kim like model for the %& dependence has to be modified so that it is 
accordingly expressed in the homogeneous case. This is easily achieved by using the 
equivalent engineering critical current density ,§¨%&  %&©678, where ©678 is the 
volume fraction of the superconducting material per unit cell. Hence, following from 
Thakur et al. [48], the equivalent ,§¨%& dependence is given by: 
,§¨%&  H©678
>
?1 + AB	C:∥C
	 + |:<|	: E
F
ª
	
 
(53)
where :  42.65	mT,	H  28	GA/m	, B  0.29515, G  0.7, and :∥ and :< are 
respectively, the parallel and perpendicular components of the magnetic flux density 
with respect to the tape’s surface. In what follows and for ease,  alone will refer to the 
equivalent engineering critical current density ,§¨%& in the case of a homogenized 
stack and to %& in the case of the superconducting layers of a tape.  
 2G HTS tapes manufactured using the Ion beam assisted deposition technique 
(IBAD), such as the commercially available wires manufactured by SuperPower [18] do 
not employ magnetic materials. Therefore, the relative permeability of the various 
layers is considered equal to one. Hence no homogenization is required for this material 
parameter. 
 The next step in considering the anisotropic bulk model is to use the Eddy 
currents problem derived in the previous chapter and adapt it for the homogenized case. 
Again, the start point will be the H-formulation. The governing equation, boundary 
conditions and initial values are as described in equations (21), (22) and (24). However, 
the integral constraints (23) need to be modified so that the use of a homogenized 
domain can be implemented. Although, described here in more detail, the new integral 
constraints follow from the previously mentioned pioneering work by Clem et al. [39]. 
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Figure 18. Homogenizing a stack of tapes. The labels q, q	, … , q'¤ and q denote each of the tapes in the 
actual stack (left), and the homogeneous-medium equivalent (right), respectively. 
 Recall from the discussion in chapter 2, that to model a stack of + conductors, 
each carrying a prescribed current $[%P&	∀B ∈ ]1,2, … , +`, one constraint per conductor q[ ensured the requirement was met: 
$[%P&   %, °, P&°ab  
∀B ∈ ]1,2, … , +` 
(54)
 However, the use of a homogenized domain for an anisotropic bulk model as 
shown in the right half of Figure 18, does not allow for implementing the integral 
constraints described. Hence, a new constraint will be required to assure the intended 
transport current. In the limiting case of a tightly packed stack composed by infinitely 
thin conductors, this condition can be expressed as: 
±%°, P&  %, °, P&a  (55)
here, ±%°², P& is the current density per height transported by the thin conductor at °  °²	in the stack q. Clearly, an interpolation function can provide with an estimate for ±%°, P& in terms of the $[%P& constraints for the general case (each tape carrying a 
different current). In the situation when all tapes transport the same current $%P&, such 
relationship takes the much simpler form:  
±%°, P&  $%P&¦  (56)
4.5 Validation strategy 
 To validate the proposed strategy, parallel simulations were carried out. A first 
simulation, following the methodology described in the previous chapter, considered a 
fully featured stack where all layers (up to the µm scale) are included. The second 
simulation relied on the homogenization technique proposed here. In both cases, stacks 
of 16, 32 and 64 tapes were considered. Furthermore, both magnetization and transport 
current events were studied. 
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 For the transport current case, AC currents at 50 Hz were imposed to each of the 
tapes in the vertical stacks. Amplitudes of the applied currents were 70 A, 60 A and 50 
A for the stacks of 16, 32 and 64 tapes, respectively. For the magnetization case, 
vertical AC magnetic fields at 50 Hz were applied to each stack. Amplitudes of the 
applied magnetic fields were 90 mT, 100 mT and 110 mT for the stacks of 16, 32 and 
64 tapes, respectively. 
 Structured meshes were used for the original stacks, just as described in the 
previous chapter. Although other meshes were also considered for the anisotropic bulk, 
the results presented here correspond to structured rectangular meshes as rough as 
19X50 elements for the whole bulk domain. Unless otherwise stated, the remaining 
parameter values used in the simulations are as presented in Table 1. These correspond 
to the commercially available 2G HTS tapes manufactured by Superpower [18].  
 
Parameter Value Description ³ 200 µm Insulation/Air layer thickness a´ 40 µm Copper layer thickness 8 50 µm Substrate layer thickness µ¶ 2 µm Silver layer thickness 678 1 µm YBCO layer thickness ¦ 293 µm Unit cell thickness  2 mm Tape half width 5³'s 1 Ω·m Insulation/Air resistivity 5µ¶ 2.70 nΩ·m Silver resistivity [72] 5a´ 1.97 nΩ·m Copper resistivity [72] 58´·s 1.25 µΩ·m Substrate resistivity [73] + 38 Power-law exponent - 10-4 V/m Electric field at critical Current  
Table 1. Parameter values used for simulations. 
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4.6 Transport current 
 Figure 19 shows the magnetic flux density for half AC cycle in both an original 
stack of 32 tapes and its anisotropic bulk model representation for the transport current 
case studied. The normalized critical current density / is presented in Figure 20, 
where the “dog biscuit” like shape for the boundary of the critical and subcritical zones 
appear in both cases. In general, the profiles for both magnetic flux density and 
normalized critical current / in the original stack are reproduced by the anisotropic 
bulk model. Also, since a power law was used for the  −  relation, local overcritical 
current values are reached as seen in Figure 20. As reported by Tharkur et al [48], this is 
expected to have an impact in the critical current of the stack.  
 
     
 
B[T] 
     
 
B[T] 
π 5π/4 3π/2 7π/4 2π  
Figure 19. Magnetic flux density magnitude : [T] for half AC cycle in a stack of 32 tapes in the transport 
current case. Each tape carries a sinusoidal net current of 60 A at 50 Hz. Top: Actual tapes. For 
visualization purposes, geometric features such as domain edges were not plotted. Bottom: Anisotropic 
bulk model. Results shown at different phase values: from π to 2π (from left to right) in π/4 increments. 
The actual width of the superconducting layers is 4 mm while the height of the stack is 9.376 mm. The 
separation between ticks in the plot frames is 1 mm. 
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π 5π/4 3π/2 7π/4 2π   
Figure 20. Normalized current density / for half an AC cycle in a stack of 32 tapes in the transport 
current case. Each tape carries a sinusoidal net current of 60 A at 50 Hz. Top: Actual stack of tapes. For 
visualization purposes, only data for the superconducting layers’ is plotted and the superconducting 
layers’ actual thickness is artificially expanded in the vertical direction. Bottom: Anisotropic bulk model. 
Results shown at different phase values: from π to 2π in π/4 increments (from left to right). The actual 
width of the superconducting layers is 4 mm while the height of the stack is 9.376 mm. 
 
 Agreement was also found in calculating the instantaneous losses z  ¸  ∙ {8  
for an AC cycle as shown in Figure 21. The first lower “hump” was due to the transient 
caused by the zero initial conditions for the simulation. Only small discrepancies were 
presented. Those can easily be attributed to the fact that the normal conducting layers of 
the tapes were ignored in the bulk model. Overall, exact reproduction of the calculations 
is not likely to happen as information is lost in the homogenization process. However, 
the results are considered to be good enough to pursue further studies. 
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Figure 21. Instantaneous loss z [W/m] for the actual stack of 32 tapes (blue line) and its antistrophic bulk 
model (green line) in the transport current case. 
 
 Values for the average AC loss (in W/m) are shown in Table 2. Overall, the 
agreement of the homogenized model with the original stack is good. Furthermore, the 
error decreased for the bigger stacks. This could be explained by noticing that with the 
increasing number of tapes in a stack, the border effects caused by the top and bottom 
conductors have a lesser impact for the whole stack and the periodic structure 
dominates. However, since this simple test with three coils does not provide enough 
data to support a strong conclusion in this matter, further investigations should be latter 
performed so that other factors such as mesh density are taken into account. 
 
Transport current 
 AC loss @ 50 Hz (W/m) 
 
# of tapes Original stack Homogenized stack Error (%) 
16 6.74 6.86 1.72 
32 11.33 11.40 0.61 
64 15.44 15.47 0.20 
Table 2. Comparison of the calculated AC losses in the transport current case for both original and 
homogenized stacks.  
 
 Computing times for both modeling strategies are shown in Table 3. Overall, the 
performance is better for the homogenized model than for the original stack. 
Furthermore, the speedup increases with the number of conductors considered. Almost 
two orders of magnitude speedup was achieved for the 64 tapes stack. This is clearly 
explained by the fact that while more mesh elements – and consequently, degrees of 
freedom – where needed to simulate the original stack, no mesh increase was needed in 
the homogenized model. However, simulating even larger stacks with the bulk model 
will likely require more mesh elements to achieve accurate results. Nonetheless, this 
mesh increase should be expected to have a weak impact in the overall computing time 
when compared to full scale simulations.  
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Transport current 
 
Computation time (s) 
 
# of tapes Original stack Homogenized stack Speedup factor 
16 3251 639 5.09 
32 8583 472 18.18 
64 31206 426 73.25 
Table 3. Comparison of the computing times for simulating one AC cycle in the transport current case for 
both original and homogenized stacks. 
4.7 Applied magnetic field 
 Figure 22 shows the magnetic flux density for half AC cycle for both an original 
stack of 32 tapes and its anisotropic bulk model representation for the applied magnetic 
field case. The normalized critical current density / is presented in Figure 22. Again, 
as in the transport current, the profiles for both the magnitude of the magnetic flux 
density  and the normalized critical current / in the original stack are well 
reproduced by the anisotropic bulk model. 
 
   
 
B[T]
   
 
B[T]
π 5π/4 3π/2 7π/4 2π  
Figure 22. Magnetic flux density magnitude : [T] in a stack of 32 tapes for the magnetization case. A 
sinusoidal magnetic flux density of 100 mT at 50 Hz was applied vertically to the stack. Top: Actual 
tapes. For visualization purposes, geometrical features such as domain edges were not plotted. Bottom: 
Anisotropic bulk model. Results shown at different phase values: from π to 2π (from left to right) in π/4 
increments. The separation between ticks in the plot frames is 1 mm. The actual width of the 
superconducting layers is 4 mm while the height of the stack is 9.376 mm. 
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π 5π/4 3π/2 7π/4 2π   
Figure 23. Normalized current density / for half an AC cycle in a stack of 32 tapes in the 
magnetization case. A sinusoidal magnetic flux density of 100 mT at 50 Hz was applied vertically to the 
stack. Top: Actual stack of tapes. For visualization purposes, only data for the superconducting layers’ is 
plotted. The superconducting layers’ true thickness is artificially expanded in the vertical direction. 
Bottom: Anisotropic bulk model. Results shown at different phase values: from π to 2π in π/4 increments 
(from left to right). The actual width of the superconducting layers is 4 mm while the height of the stack 
is 9.376 mm. 
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Figure 24. Instantaneous loss z [W/m] for the actual stack of 32 tapes (blue line) and its antistrophic bulk 
model (green line) in the magnetization case.  
 
 Again, as in the transport current case, good agreement was found between both 
calculations for the instantaneous losses z  ¸  ∙ {8  for an AC cycle as shown in 
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Figure 24. Once more, only small discrepancies were seen and results are considered to 
be good enough to pursue further studies. 
 Values for the average AC loss (in W/m) for the magnetization study are shown 
in Table 4. Just like for the transport current case, the agreement of the homogenized 
model with the original stack is good with a decreasing error for bigger stacks.  
 
Applied magnetic field 
 AC loss @ 50 Hz (W/m) 
 
# of tapes Original stack Homogenized stack Error (%) 
16 10.30 10.05 2.45 
32 19.86 19.49 1.88 
64 41.28 40.61 1.61 
Table 4. Comparison of the calculated AC losses in the magnetization case for both original and 
homogenized stacks. 
 
 Computing times for the magnetization case in both modeling strategies are 
shown in Table 5. Again, the performance is better for the homogenized model than for 
the original stack. Speedup above two orders of magnitude was achieved for the 64 
tapes stack.  
 
Applied magnetic field 
 
Computation time (s) 
 
# of tapes Original stack Homogenized stack Speedup factor 
16 3702 539 6.87 
32 12207 647 18.87 
64 76734 676 113.51 
Table 5. Comparison of the computing times for simulating one AC cycle in the magnetization case for 
both original and homogenized stacks. 
4.8 Conclusions  
 The anisotropic bulk model for a stack of tapes was extended by the use of a 
continuous  −  relationship, so that local overcritical current densities could be 
considered. Furthermore, the model presented did not make any assumptions upon the 
shape of the boundaries between the critical and subcritical regions.  
 The proposed strategy showed good agreement when compared to full 2D 
simulations performed with the method described in the previous chapter. Both current 
transport and magnetization cases in stacks of 16, 32 and 64 tapes were considered.  
In particular, calculation of AC losses was performed yielding errors under 2.5%. 
 In general, the anisotropic bulk model outperformed the full 2D simulations in 
terms of computational speed. Particularly, a speedup factor of about two orders of 
magnitude was achieved for the larger coil. Although, other mesh types were tested for 
the anisotropic bulk model, good results were obtained with a rough structured mesh 
with as little as 19X50=950 elements for the whole bulk. No explicit investigation was 
carried out to find an optimal mesh distribution, as the speedup was deemed to be 
significant enough to pursued further modeling and simulation goals. 
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Chapter 5 Simulation of a HTS generator 
 As already discussed in chapter 1, during normal operation, superconducting 
generators are exposed to ripple fields that could be produced from a wide variety of 
sources: the teeth in the stator, load change, rotational speed fluctuations, etc. Unlike in 
the DC conditions case, superconductors experience high losses when exposed to AC 
fields. Thus, calculation of such losses is relevant for machine design, cryostat 
optimization and for increasing the overall performance. In this chapter, transient 
simulation of a synchronous generator with superconducting rotor windings is 
presented. The model is driven by both rotational speed and electric load signals. A two-
stage segregated model approach is used to separate the electromagnetic fields 
calculation in the generator from the superconducting coils. Calculation of AC losses is 
accomplished by using the homogenization technique described in the previous chapter. 
For the sake of simplicity and to deepen the analysis, only the events of startup and load 
change are studied. Results are analyzed and issues such as coil design, critical current 
ratting, electric load change rate limits, cryocooler design, identification of quench-
prone regions and overall transient performance are addressed. 
5.1 Background 
 The work reported in this chapter follows from previously presented results at 
the Joint Centennial Conference on Applied Superconductivity held in 2011 at The 
Hague, The Netherlands. The submitted manuscript has already been accepted for 
publication in a special issue of Physics Procedia by July 2012. A copy of said 
manuscript is included as Appendix D. In that previous work, the critical current density 
of the superconducting materials was assumed to be constant. However, in this chapter, 
no such simplification was made since a  field-dependence for the critical current is 
considered just as described in Chapter 4. 
5.2 Simulation Strategy 
 The simulation goal was set on computing the AC losses in an electric generator 
with rotor windings made of 2G HTS coated conductors during transient behavior. In 
that way, heating losses are to be computed as a response to the electric load and 
rotational speed signals. To cope with the size of the modeling problem at hand and for 
simplicity, a two-stage segregated model was pursued. In that way, the generator 
electromagnetic computation could be decoupled from the superconducting coils. 
 Considering tightly packed coils, if each conductor in the rotor windings carries 
a net given current $%P&, the magnetic field  in the coupling boundary, as shown in 
Figure 25, has a weak dependence upon the actual current density distribution inside 
each conductor. Hence, the magnetic field  at the coupling boundary is mainly due to 
the global effect of the current in the coils, rather than the actual current distribution 
inside each conductor. This allows simulating the electromagnetic response of the 
generator without taking into account the geometrical internal features of the rotor’s 
coils, or the  −  characteristic relationship of its constituent materials. In fact, that is 
the standard method used to simulate conventional rotating machinery, where a uniform 
current density is typically assumed in the rotor windings. Although some studies such 
as coil optimization in HTS based machines can be performed following this principle 
[74], calculation of AC losses in the superconducting materials requires knowledge of 
the local current density.  
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 Following from the assumption described above, the actual current density 
distribution in the conductors of the rotor’s coils can be recalculated from the generator 
simulation data. Using the previously computed magnetic field  in the coupling 
boundary as a Dirichlet condition, a second simulation can be performed to calculate the 
AC losses. Consistent with the original assumption, no feedback is considered from the 
second to the first model. In what follows and for convenience, the first model will be 
referred as the “generator model” and the second as “the coils model”. Hence, the 
overall strategy as depicted in Figure 25 can be summarized as follows: 
1) Both rotational speed and electric load are used as input signals for the 
generator model where the current distribution in the rotor windings is 
assumed uniform. 
2) The coils model uses the previously computed magnetic field  on a 
coupling boundary to calculate the actual current density distribution and the 
AC losses in the superconducting windings of the rotor’s coils. 
For simplicity, in what follows, the coils will be referred to by their number as shown in 
Figure 25.  
 
Figure 25. Simulation strategy. In the generator model (center), both electric load and rotation speed are 
considered as known inputs. Using this model, and assuming a uniform current distribution in the coils, 
the magnetic field  is calculated on a coupling boundary (red rectangle) around the rotor’s windings. 
The coils model (right) uses this as a Dirichlet boundary condition to compute the actual current 
distribution in the rotor’s coils and calculate the AC losses. No feedback is considered from the coils 
model to the generator model. The stator’s outer and inner diameters are 28 cm and 16 cm respectively. 
The rotor’s diameter is 14 cm. The axial length of the machine is 15 cm [8]. 
Generator model 
 The generator model (Figure 25) was developed by Nenad Mijatovic, a fellow 
colleague at the department of Electrical Engineering of the Technical University of 
Denmark. It follows design parameters as reported in [7] and [8]. This provided with a 
test bench for running transient problems. The model is driven solely by the rotor speed 
and electric resistive load signals. For uniformity, every superconducting coil was 
assumed to be comprised of 50 turns of the 2G HTS coated conductor manufactured by 
Superpower [18] each carrying 50 A. In the generator model, this corresponded to a 
bulk conductor with a uniform current density such that a net 2500 A were carried in 
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each of the four coils. The model uses the AC/DC module of COMSOL Multiphysics 
for rotating machinery. This module solves the magnetic vector potential formulation of 
Maxwell’s equations [75]. The magnetic field  is then calculated with   %  K&/Q. At the coupling boundary, data is stored for further analysis in the coils model. 
Coils model 
 The superconducting coils were modeled using the homogenization technique 
with a power law  −  relationship as described in the previous chapter. Hence, all 
geometric features in the coils were “washed out” and four anisotropic bulks were used 
to model the generator windings. All parameters, including the superconducting 
material properties, were as described in chapter 4. This corresponded to coils made of 4 
mm wide 2G HTS coated conductor with a DC critical current in zero external field of 
99.227 A. Integral constrains as previously described in equation (56) were 
implemented in each bulk. In this way, an equivalent sinusoidal net current per 
conductor of 50 A was imposed. To couple with the generator model, Dirichlet 
boundary conditions were used at the coupling boundary. 
5.3 Case study: Load change 
 To test the proposed modeling strategy, a simple load change was implemented 
as shown in Figure 26. All events were simulated using smooth functions so that sharp 
transients could be avoided. Therefore, load changes were not instantaneous as small 
smoothing periods were allowed. For clarity in the narrative, reference to events will not 
include this smoothing period into account. 
 At P  0.0( the generator was stationary with its rotor coils already cooled down 
to 77 K. The coils were not energized and no electric load was connected to the 
terminals of the stator windings. From P  0.0( to P  1.0(, the current in the rotor’s 
coils was increased linearly until the desired value of 50 A was reached. The rationale 
behind this selection for the current value will be explained in the discussion section. In 
what followed, that current was kept constant. From  P  1.0( to P  7.0(, the machine 
was kept static, with no electric load applied. This period was intended to let the system 
relax and allow for the transient behavior of the ramp up process to settle and fade. At P  7.0( the generator’s shaft started rotating in counterclockwise direction at 1.91 Hz. 
At P  8.0(, a resistive electric load of 1	Ω was connected to every phase of the 
generator (taking into account 0.32	Ω for the self-resistance of the copper windings). At P  10.0(, the resistive load was changed to 0.5	Ω. Finally, at P  12.0(, the load was 
reverted to its previous value of 1	Ω. 
 
 
Figure 26. Ramp-up current in each of the superconducting rotor coils (red ─). The electric load signal in 
the stator windings (black ●) is presented as an equivalent conductance. 
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5.4 Results 
 Simulation of the whole transient of 14 seconds was carried out as described in 
the previous sections. The coils model required 2.5 hours to run. This showed to be a 
not so big computational surcharge, given that simulation of the generator model alone 
took more than 8 hours to complete. In reporting the transient response, a selection of 
images describing it is presented from Figure 27 to Figure 32. The images are presented 
in a sequential array, so that the transient can be followed in a comic strip-like fashion. 
Figure 27 shows the magnetic flux density magnitude : as calculated by the generator 
model. Notice the symmetry at P  7.9	(. However, starting at P  8.0	(, a gradual shift 
– or lag – is seen. As expected, this event corresponds to the moment when the electric 
resistive load is connected to the generator. 
 
Time=7.9s Time=8.0s Time=8.10s 
    
Figure 27. Magnetic flux density magnitude : [T] as calculated by the generator model. The rotor moves 
in counterclockwise direction at 1.91 Hz.  
 
 Figure 28 shows the magnetic flux density magnitude : as calculated by the 
generator model in half of the rotor’s windings. The ramp up transient and subsequent 
relaxation period is not displayed. At P  7.0	(, the field is symmetric and two regions 
with low magnetic flux density are observed in coils 2 and 3. At P  8.0	(, magnetic 
flux penetrates from the upper right corner of the coils. The two low field regions in 
coils 2 and 3 are shifted down. The pattern remains relatively unchanged until when at P  10.0	(, a higher intensity field enters from the upper right corner pushing the low 
field regions even lower. At P  12.0	(, the magnetic flux density returns to its previous 
state. In the same way, the magnetic flux density magnitude : as calculated by the coils 
model is presented in Figure 29. Notice the overall agreement with Figure 28. To ease 
the comparison, both scales are set to display the same range of values. The most 
noticeable difference is that in the coils model a low field region in the lower left part of 
coil 1 remains throughout the simulation. 
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Time=7.0s	 Time=7.8s	 Time=8.0s	 Time=8.5s	 Time=9.0s	
      
Time=9.5s	 Time=10.0s	 Time=10.5s Time=11.0s Time=11.5s 
      
Time=12.0s Time=12.5s Time=13.0s Time=13.5s Time=14.0s 
      
Figure 28. Magnetic flux density magnitude : [T] as calculated by the generator model. For easier 
comparison with Figure 29, data values above 0.25 were not plotted. Streamlines follow the magnetic 
field lines. 
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Time=0.0s Time=0.2s Time=0.4s Time=0.6s Time=0.8s 
      
Time=1.0s Time=7.8s Time=8.0s Time=8.5s Time=9.0s 
      
Time=9.5s Time=10.0s Time=10.5s Time=11.0s Time=11.5s 
      
Time=12.0s Time=12.5s Time=13.0s Time=13.5s Time=14.0s 
      
Figure 29. Magnetic flux density magnitude : [T] as calculated by the coils model. Since no significant 
variation was observed from P  1	( to P	  	7.8	(, no images of that period are presented. Streamlines 
follow the magnetic field lines. 
 
 Figure 30 shows the normalized current density / in the superconducting 
coils. While the ramp up of the coils takes place, transport currents appear in all coils. 
However, magnetization currents also appear in coils 1 and 4. For this reason, coils 2 
and 3 show bigger subcritical regions (yellow) than coils 1 and 4. At P  7.8	(, after the 
transitory has passed, a small reduction in the amplitude of the normalized current 
density in the transport region is observed. This is compensated with the corresponding 
reduction of the subcritical regions. At P  8	(, when the electric load is connected, 
overcritical current densities (dark red) are observed in the upper right corners of coils 1 
and 2, and to a smaller extent in coils 3 and 4. After this moment, small magnetization 
currents begin to appear in all coils and all subcritical regions are shrunk, in fact by P  8.5	(, coil 1 no longer has such a region. At P  10	(, when the electric load is 
increased, the overcritical zones grow covering the upper part of coil 1 and the upper 
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right corners of the other coils. Overcritical current densities relax and subcritical 
regions withdraw even further during the small relaxation period before the new load 
change. At P  	12	(, when the electric load is reduced to its previous value, small 
overcritical regions appear in the lower right corner of the coils. These regions faded 
after a small relaxation transient. In the last image, at P  	14	(, all coils present 
magnetization currents. No further studies were performed upon the relaxation time for 
the after transient load change.  
 
Time=0.0s Time=0.2s Time=0.4s Time=0.6s Time=0.8s 
      
Time=1.0s Time=2.0s Time=7.8s Time=8.0s Time=8.5s 
      
Time=9.5s Time=10.0s Time=10.5s Time=11.0s Time=11.5s 
      
Time=12.0s Time=12.5s Time=13.0s Time=13.5s Time=14.0s 
      
Figure 30. Normalized current density / in the superconducting coils. As an aid to the eye to identify 
the supercritical regions, a white contour line is drawn at  /  1.  
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Time=0.0s Time=0.4s Time=0.6s Time=0.9s Time=1.0s 
      
Time=1.5s Time=4.0s Time=7.8s Time=7.9s Time=8.0s 
      
Time=8.2s Time=8.5s Time=8.8s Time=9.8s Time=9.9s 
      
Time=10.0s Time=10.2s Time=10.3s Time=10.5s Time=11s 
      
Time=11.5s Time=12.1s Time=12.5s Time=13.0s Time=14.0s 
      
Figure 31. Instantaneous power loss density ( ∙ ) in the rotor’s windings (in W/m3). For easier 
visualization, a logaritmic scale is used. Data displayed was capped under the 10-2 value. Hence, all 
values from 0 to 10(-2) were plotted with the darkest shade of blue. 
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 Calculation of the instantaneous power loss density ( ∙ ) in the rotor’s 
windings is presented in Figure 31. In what follows, regarding their power loss density 
value, red and blue regions will be referred to as hot or cold respectively. During the 
ramp-up of the coils, the losses profile follows closely the current distribution pattern as 
already shown in Figure 30. The hot regions cool down rapidly, by P  	7.8	( a 
reduction of almost three orders of magnitude is seen for the power loss density. This 
confirms the fading out of the transient. At P  8.0	(, hot regions appear in the upper 
part of coils 1,2 and 3 and the upper right corner of coil 4. Again, this transient loss 
decrease and by P  9.8	(, most hot regions are already cooling down. The load change 
at P  10	( heats up most of coil 1, the upper region of coils 2 and 3 and the upper right 
corner of coil 4. Once more, the transient loss fades rapidly. The load change at P  12	(, produces small hot regions at the lower right corners of each coil. Towards 
the end of the simulation, all coils continue their cooling down trend. 
 A broader perspective can be provided by considering the instantaneous loss z  ¸ ∙ { in all coils and multiplying it by the length of the machine (15 cm). This 
corresponds to the total instantaneous loss in the straight section of the superconducting 
race track windings. Figure 32 presents such result. The highest loss was found during 
the ramp up of the coils at P 0.85 s, reaching a peak value of 0.69 W. Peaks of 0.43 W 
(P  8.1	() and 0.5 W (P  10.1	() were also observed during the increasing load 
changes. A smaller peak of 0.016 W (P  12.16	() was also observed during the 
decreasing load change. Qualitatively, all this is consistent in both schedule and 
amplitude with the planned transient and the results previously shown in Figure 31. 
However, an unexpected local maxima of 0.026 W was also found at P  8.6	(. 
 
Figure 32. Total instantaneous loss in the superconducting coils of the generator.  
5.5 Discussion 
 Values for the magnetic flux density computed with the coils model (Figure 29) 
were in good agreement with the previous calculations made by the generator model 
(Figure 28). This reassured confidence in the original two-stage segregated model 
assumption for the simulation strategy. During normal operation, but specially at 
increasing load changes, the upper part of coil 1 experienced the highest magnetic 
fields. Design tools such as coil optimization or the use of multiple excitation currents 
[74] could be used to allow the other coils to take a better share of this burden. 
 One important issue that can be clearly observed in Figure 30, is that coil design 
should consider the actual layout of the generator. The current density profile of an 
isolated coil as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 20 has little to do with the actual profile 
it will display once it is located inside a generator. Hence, information of the DC critical 
current of an isolated coil is of little relevance without considering the electromagnetic 
environment it will finally face. Further improvements on coil design could be achieved 
by considering the normal operation requirements and the transitory load changes. 
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 Several other values for the transport current in the superconducting coils were 
tested, however, the choice of 50 A was justified since during both ramp-up and 
increasing load change, large regions of the coils reached overcritical current density 
values as seen in Figure 30. It could be argued that the overcritical zones can be avoided 
or reduced with longer and smoother transition periods. This idea is supported by 
noticing that after a small transitory, the current density in the coils returns to subcritical 
values, even at the highest load test. However, that is where the actual value of this 
simulation tool pays off. In that sense, simulations can be performed to find the 
maximum load change rates allowed for a given current rating without running into 
overcritical currents.  
 Furthermore, this simulation tool can be used in cryocooler design. Notice that 
during the ramp-up period, the hot zones show a symmetric pattern. The top of coils 1 
and 2 and the bottom of coils 3 and 4 present the hottest regions. However, the hot areas 
in coils 3 and 4 vary for changing electric loads. This is especially noticeable in the 
upper right corner. Hence, cryocooler design should take this issue into account. For 
instance, heat sinks located on top of all coils and covering their right side could secure 
a better heat removal during transient response, than if placed only at the bottom of the 
coils. In the same manner, the hot regions are at risk of becoming normal if excess heat 
is not removed fast enough. This phenomenon is known as quenching [76]. Once a 
region becomes normal, ohmic losses appear with a corresponding further increase in 
temperature. This process can damage the superconducting materials; hence quench 
protection is essential for safe operation [26]. The simulation tool presented here could 
allow for quench-prone regions to be easily identified. Thus, sensors can be better 
located, and monitoring and quench protection optimized. 
 The last plot presented, Figure 32, can be used for comparison with experimental 
data. It provides with a compact lumped description of the overall hysteresis losses in a 
given machine design during transient operation. 
5.6 Conclusions 
 A two-stage segregated model strategy to calculate the hysteresis losses in a 
superconducting generator during transient operation was developed. The strategy relied 
upon a one-way coupling form the generator model to the coils model. The latter used a 
homogenization technique to model the coils in the rotor windings. This allowed for 
computation of the coils model to run in about 2.5 hours. This was deemed to be a very 
reasonable time considering that the generator model required more than 8 hours to run.  
The proposed model was used to simulate ramp-up and electric load change events. 
Analysis of results allowed considering important factors such as critical current ratting 
of a coil designed for operation in an electric generator. The issues of electric load 
change rate limit, cryocooler design and identification of quench-prone regions was also 
addressed. Finally, calculation of the overall hysteresis losses during transient response 
of the machine was presented. Further studies must be carried out to compare and match 
the simulation results with experimental data and calibrate the simulator to make 
tailored predictions for specific transient operation cases. As an additional remark, it is 
also important to notice that this strategy can easily be implemented to analyze and 
study other large scale superconducting machines and devices like motors, transformers, 
ROEBEL cables and magnet coils.  
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Chapter 6 Summary of Publications 
 Some of the results obtained during the course of this PhD study have already 
been published or submitted for publication. Below, a brief description of them is 
presented. The first four articles dealt with calculation of AC losses in large scale 
devices. Each new article provided an improved model that included either a new 
material property or a computational speed up technique. All four were in the path 
towards the simulation of an electric generator with superconducting rotor windings. 
The fifth article considered a feasibility study for a 5 MW superconducting wind turbine 
generator. The final article presented dealt with optimization of the coils inside a 
superconducting generator. Although the author of this thesis has coauthored other 
publications [8] [77] [78], they are not included here, as his involvement in those works 
was to a lower degree and they do fall out of the intended scope of these this PhD thesis. 
 
 
Appendix A:  
 
 Article 1 presented the first findings upon computational speed increase in 
simulating superconducting thin-film superconductors carried out during this PhD 
study. The method relied on implementing a multiscale meshing technique based on 
mapped meshes that resembled the aspect ratio of the conductors involved. The 
proposed technique performed two to three orders of magnitude faster than previously 
reported results without compromising accuracy. 
 
 
Appendix B: 
 
 In Article 2, the multiscale meshing method developed in article 1 was used to 
simulate a racetrack coil composed of 57 turns of 2G HTS coated conductor. The model 
depicted the actual layout (up to the µm scale) of the layered media conductors. 
However, the nonlinear permeability of the substrate was not considered. Calculation of 
transport AC losses was performed at different peak current values. Both cases of 
constant and magnetic field dependent critical current density were considered. 
Simulation of a whole AC cycle was performed in well under 6 hours.  
 
 
Appendix C:  
 
 A further improvement to the previous works was presented in article 3. Here 
two parallel coils composed of 50 turns each was simulated. In this work, both non-
magnetic and nonlinear magnetic substrates were considered. Simulation results showed 
that for coils of tapes with magnetic substrate, a significantly higher loss was found in 
the central windings when compared to coils of tapes with non-magnetic substrate. 
Calculation of AC losses was carried out. It was concluded that the superconducting coil 
would experience higher losses that its equivalent copper counterparts at 50 Hz. Cooling 
requirements, AC losses and electrical machines are further discussed. It is concluded 
that investigations on mitigation of AC losses must be carried out in the case of 
machines with both rotor and stator superconducting windings. 
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Appendix D: 
 
 Article 4 presented modeling and simulation of a synchronous generator with 
superconducting rotor windings. Calculations relied upon a two-stage segregated model. 
In a first model, the electromagnetic response of the generator was computed. A second 
model used this information to calculate the hysteresis losses in the superconducting 
windings. To speed up calculations, the second model was based on a homogenization 
technique as described in chapter 4 of this work but considered a constant critical 
current density for the HTS material. The transient response of a generator under ramp-
up of the rotor coils and a subsequent electric load change was performed. Finally, the 
corresponding heating losses were calculated. 
 
Appendix E: 
 
 In article 5, a feasibility study for the installation of a 5 MW superconducting 
wind turbine generator was carried out. Weight restrictions and price target estimates 
for both 2G HTS coated conductors and turbine installation by the year 2020 were 
considered. The study showed that such a superconducting generator is feasible as long 
as it uses coated conductors with a high engineering critical current density, such as the 
ones manufactured by Superpower. The study concluded by providing a 24 pole 
generator design with a 4.2 m outer diameter, active length of 1.2 m and weight of 32 
tons. 
 
Appendix F: 
   
 Article 6 carried out a study intended to obtain optimal coil designs for the rotor 
of a 3 T HTS machine. The aim was set to minimize coil prices while keeping the rated 
air-gap magnetic flux density. Several commercially available HTS coated conductors 
were considered. Optimal coil designs are obtained and further studies are proposed 
such as the introduction of multiple excitation power supplies or the use of coils with 
several types of HTS tapes. 
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Chapter 7 Concluding Remarks  
 As a whole, this thesis work presents a bottom-up approach towards the 
simulation of a generator with superconducting rotor windings. For that purpose, tools 
for speed-up calculation of hysteresis losses in stacks of 2G HTS coated conductors 
were developed. A first strategy, based on the use of a multiscale mesh, achieved a 
reduction of computational time by two to three orders of magnitude in a single tape 
without compromising accuracy. The technique was based upon using mesh elements 
with large aspect ratios resembling the layered media in the conductors. This method 
alone, allowed for calculating AC losses of racetrack coils intended for use in actual 
generators within manageable computing times. Further improvements were achieved 
by extending the anisotropic bulk method to include a power law  −  relationship. 
This allowed for overcritical current densities to be considered. The method did not rely 
on any a priori assumptions for the topology or shape of the critical and subcritical 
regions. Using the developed anisotropic bulk model, calculation of AC losses in 
superconducting stacks was achieved in a just a few minutes. Overall, this provided an 
additional speedup of about two orders of magnitude when compared to the previously 
developed method. Again, no significant reduction in accuracy was observed.  
 Simulation of the transient response of a generator with superconducting rotor 
coils was presented in Chapter 5. For that purpose, a two-stage segregated model 
strategy was used. A one-way coupling from the generator model to the coils model was 
implemented. This allowed calculating the transient response of the coils without having 
to build the whole generator model from scratch. Since the coils model was built based 
on the anisotropic bulk model previously developed, computation of the transient 
response was performed very fast. Simulation of a 14 second long transient including 
ramp-up of rotor coils, load connection and change was performed in about 10.5 hours. 
Out of those, only 2.5 hours were required by the coils model, a rather modest 
computational surcharge. Analysis of the simulation results allowed discussing 
important design and performance issues such as critical current of the superconducting 
coils, electric load change rate, cryostat design or identification of quench-prone 
regions.  
 The overall results of this work were consistent with the originally intended 
goals for a successful model as described in section 1.4. The tools presented here 
allowed spanning spatially the more than five orders of magnitude required for 
simulating the superconducting generator proposed. Calculations were performed well 
within reasonable programing and computation times. All calculations were performed 
using the commercially available software package COMSOL Multiphysics based in the 
Finite Element Method. The two-stage model allowed for including normal conductors 
and magnetic materials with nonlinear properties in the generator model. Finally, design 
and analysis of a generator with superconducting windings became a rather 
uncomplicated task. 
7.1 Future work 
 The model proposed in this work has managed to simulate the response of a 
superconducting generator under transient conditions. However, comparison with 
experimental data is a very desirable next step. 
 Although only the cases of ramp-up of rotor coils and electric load change were 
considered, a large collection of case scenarios can be analyzed, including: short circuit 
of the stator’s windings, connection to active loads, unbalanced loads, rotational speed 
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change or the effect of including a damper cage, among others. Furthermore, a 
mechanical model could be added to the generator model so that dynamics include the 
torque change due to wind speed variations. 
 A natural next step would be to simulate the 5 MW, 24 pole machine as 
described in Appendix 5 [6] so that cryogenic design and quench protection can be 
properly evaluated. In the same manner, the modeling strategy can be used to aid in the 
design of other superconducting generators. 
 As described in chapter 4, calculation of AC losses in stacks of 2G HTS coated 
conductors is of big importance for many applications such as ROEBEL cables, magnet 
coils, transformers, motors and generators. Further work can be carried out towards 
analyzing cables and coils with the homogenization method alone. In the same way, 
transient response of transformers and motors can be calculated with the two-stage 
segregated model just as in the case of the generator described in chapter 5. 
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Abstract: This work presents a method to 
calculate AC losses in thin conductors such as 
the commercially available second generation 
superconducting wires through a multiscale 
meshing technique. The main idea is to use large 
aspect ratio elements to accurately simulate thin 
material layers. For a single thin superconductor, 
several standard test cases are simulated 
including transport current, externally applied 
magnetic field and a combination of both. The 
results are in good agreement with recently 
published numerical simulations and show even 
faster time to solution. A couple of examples 
involving several thin conductors in different 
circumstances are also shown.  
Keywords: Superconductors, Multiscale 
Methods, AC-losses, Mapped Mesh, Coupling 
Variables.  
1. Introduction 
The increasing use of superconducting coated 
conductors and the recent introduction of High 
Power superconducting machines (1) (2) (3), 
demand a fast and reliable tool to simulate the 
performance of electromagnetic devices with 
superconducting components. 
One of the biggest issues regarding 2D 
simulation of AC loses in superconductors for 
various power applications is the substantial 
invested time to obtain realistic results. This 
includes both the actual computing time and, 
more importantly, the time spent modeling every 
single application. Therefore, necessary steps 
must be taken to reduce both contributors to a 
minimum and make simulation of the 
electromagnetic properties of superconductors as 
easy and fast as possible. 
In the last years, several approaches have 
been proposed to address this problem relying on 
the use of the finite element simulations a few 
are found in (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and references 
therein. However, all PDE based formulations 
are still limited by the expensive computation of 
superconducting materials and the increased 
number of elements in the case of thin 
conductors such as the second generation 
superconducting wires that contain a micron 
thick superconducting layer.  
 Here, we present a way to simulate 
superconductors in a timely effective manner. 
The simulation is based on previously published 
models (5) (8) and an existing implementation 
using COMSOL (9). Use of a multiscale 
approach allows creating custom made 
applications rapidly and with ease. 
2. Governing Equations 
Following a formulation originally proposed 
in (8), the magnetic field strength is calculated 
by solving: ׏ ൈ ሺߩ׏ ൈ ࡴሻ ൌ െߤ ߲߲ݐ ࡴ
here, ߩ is constant for regular conductors but  for 
superconductors: ߩ ൌ ܧ௖ܬ௖ ቆȁࡶȁܬ௖ ቇ௡ିଵ
where ࡶ ൌ ׏ ൈ ࡴ is the current density, ߤis the 
permeability of the material, ܧ௖ is the electric 
field strength of 1 PV/cm obtained when the 
current density reaches the critical current 
density ܬ௖ and ݊ characterizes how abruptly the 
transition from the superconducting to normal 
state is taking place. Coated conductors are 
generally anisotropic with ܬ௖ሺߠǡ ȁܤȁሻ and ݊ሺߠǡ ȁܤȁሻ depending on the angle between the 
conductor and the magnetic flux density, but 
here they are assumed isotropic and constant. 
Finally, following a procedure similar to the one 
described in (5), an initial condition ࡴ ൌ ૙ at ݐ ൌ Ͳ is used to satisfy the uniqueness of the 
solution ࡴ for ݐ ൐ Ͳ.
Excerpt from the Proceedings of the COMSOL Conference 2009 Milan
ܳ ൌ ර݀ݐනࡱ ȉ ࡶ݀ܵ
ࡶ
ୟ μଶܝμଶ ൅ ୟ μܝμ ൅ ׏ ȉ Ȟ ൌ 	
ܝ ൌ ࡴ ൌ ൤ܪ୶ܪ୷൨ǡୟ ൌ ቂͲ ͲͲ Ͳቃǡୟ ൌ ൤ρ ͲͲ ρ൨ǡȞ ൌ ɏቆμܪ୷μ െ μܪ୶μ ቇ ቂ Ͳ ͳെͳ Ͳቃ 	 ൌ ቂͲͲቃɏ
ߩ ൌ ܧ௖ܬ௖ ൮ฬμܪ୷μ െ μܪ୶μ ฬܬ௖ ൲
௡ିଵ 
ࡴȁ࢚ୀ૙ ൌ ቂͲͲቃ
ࡴܛ ൌൣܪୱ୶ǡ ܪୱ୷൧ࡴ܍ ൌ ൣܪୣ୶ǡ ܪୣ୷൧ࡴȁࣔષ ൌ ൤ܪୱ୶ ൅ ܪୣ୶ܪୱ୷ ൅ ܪୣ୷൨
ܥ௞ܫ௞ ൌ න ܬ௭݀ܵ஼ೖ
׏ ൈ ሺߩ׏ ൈ ࡴሻ ൌ െߤ ߲߲ݐ ࡴߩ
ߩ ൌ ܧ௖ܬ௖ ቆȁࡶȁܬ௖ ቇ௡ିଵࡶ ൌ ׏ ൈ ࡴ ߤܧ௖
Pܬ௖ ݊
ܬ௖ሺߠǡ ȁܤȁሻ݊ሺߠǡ ȁܤȁሻ
ࡴ ൌ ૙ݐ ൌ Ͳ ࡴ ݐ ൐ Ͳ
For the case where no external field is 
applied, Neumann boundary conditions are used 
in a large enough domain. Dirichlet boundary 
conditions are used to include the contribution of 
external magnetic fields. Also, in the case of 
several conductors, integral constrains are 
utilized to ensure that currents are limited to their 
respective conductors. Finally, the AC losses per 
unit length for a periodic current signal can be 
calculated following: ܳ ൌ ර݀ݐනࡱ ȉ ࡶ݀ܵ
3. Use of COMSOL Multiphysics
All computations take place inside a domain 
at least 10 times larger than the maximum length 
of the conductor or array of conductors under 
consideration.
Recalling the resistivity dependence upon the 
current density for superconducting materials, it 
is important to point out that this dependence on 
the current density, makes it impossible to use 
COMSOLs AC/DC module, otherwise a 
circular reference would be created for ࡶ.
Therefore the PDE mode application is used to 
simulate the above described model: ୟ μଶܝμଶ ൅ ୟ μܝμ ൅ ׏ ȉ Ȟ ൌ 	
where: ܝ ൌ ࡴ ൌ ൤ܪ୶ܪ୷൨ǡୟ ൌ ቂͲ ͲͲ Ͳቃǡୟ ൌ ൤ρ ͲͲ ρ൨ǡȞ ൌ ɏቆμܪ୷μ െ μܪ୶μ ቇ ቂ Ͳ ͳെͳ Ͳቃ 	 ൌ ቂͲͲቃ
For regular conductors ɏ is a positive constant, 
but for superconducting materials the following 
relation holds: 
ߩ ൌ ܧ௖ܬ௖ ൮ฬμܪ୷μ െ μܪ୶μ ฬܬ௖ ൲
௡ିଵ 
The initial conditions are as follows: ࡴȁ࢚ୀ૙ ൌ ቂͲͲቃ
As described in the previous section, for the case 
of zero external applied Magnetic Field, 
Neumann boundary conditions can be used. In 
the case of externally applied field, Dirichlet 
boundary conditions are applied, such that at the 
boundary of the overall domain the Magnetic 
field equals the sum of both self and external 
contributions. The self contributions ࡴܛ ൌൣܪୱ୶ǡ ܪୱ୷൧ are calculated using Amperes law. 
Whereas the external contributions are simply 
put as ࡴ܍ ൌ ൣܪୣ୶ǡ ܪୣ୷൧. The boundary conditions 
are then as follows: ࡴȁࣔષ ൌ ൤ܪୱ୶ ൅ ܪୣ୶ܪୱ୷ ൅ ܪୣ୷൨
For the case of conductors carrying 
externally applied electric currents and following 
(8), integral constrains are used. An integration 
coupling variable is defined in every conductor 
to obtain an expression for the total current 
passing through, the kth conductor ܥ௞:ܫ௞ ൌ න ܬ௭݀ܵ஼ೖ
An integral constrain is then defined at a 
given point (it can also be edge or subdomain) to 
force a net current. 
The most important original contribution of 
this work refers to the use of structured meshes 
or mapped meshes as referred to in COMSOL. 
The most significant drawback in using free 
meshes for the formulation published in (4-8) is 
the fact that for thin material layers (either 
normal or superconducting), the number of 
elements increases heavily with the growing 
aspect ratio of the layer. This is because the 
meshing algorithm builds elements with 
individual aspect ratio close to unity. Therefore 
individual elements resemble either equilateral 
triangles or squares. It is this large difference in 
aspect ratios that makes the number of elements 
increase heavily. In consequence, the number of 
degrees of freedom (DOF) is largely augmented 
and so is the computational time as it depends 
upon the square of the number of DOF. 
This has large consequences for the 
simulation of second generation superconducting 
wires such as the commercially available 344 
coated conductors manufactured by American 
Superconductor since the aspect ratio of the 
superconducting layer in such wires can be 
higher than 4000. It is important to notice that 
this big scale difference in the conductor 
width/thickness could be addressed with a 
multiscale mesh; such mesh elements should 
have an aspect ratio between 1 and the aspect 
ratio of the conductor itself. Although no 
complete study of the optimal aspect ratio for the 
mesh elements was carried out, aspect ratios in 
excess of 100 provided good results. 
To cope with this multiscale problem, in this 
work, structured (mapped) meshes were used 
inside the thin layers, allowing 75 elements for 
the width and 2 (or 4) for the thickness of the 
layer. This gives a mesh element aspect ratio of 
80 (or 160). As a mere exercise, as many as 20 
elements were used for the thickness with no 
significant differences in the overall computed 
AC-losses (data not reported here). 
Finally, AC losses are computed directly in 
COMSOL by means of an integrator i.e. adding 
one ODE as a global equation to calculate ܳ as 
defined in section 2 as follows: ߦሶ ൌ ݂ܲǡݐ א ቀݐ଴ǡ ݐ଴ ൅ ଵ௙ቁ and ߦሺݐ଴ሻ ൌ Ͳ
where ߦ is a dummy variable, ݂ is the reciprocal 
of the period of the current signal (or external 
magnetic field), ݐ଴ is an arbitrary time value such 
that the transitory behavior of the solutions has 
already passed and ܲ is a subdomain integration 
coupling variable defined in the regions of 
interest as: ܲ ൌ නܧ௭ܬ௭݀ܵ
Use of integrators has proven to be the most 
efficient way in terms of time as does not add 
any significant time to the simulation and 
requires no external postprocessing with its 
implied manual data export. 
For the case of sinusoidal currents (or 
external magnetic field), only half a cycle is used 
in the integrator ߦ to calculate the losses. 
Unless otherwise stated all simulations were 
performed in complete domains without making 
symmetry simplifications. All times referred in 
the following sections correspond to calculations 
performed using the blade server of the 
Technical University of Denmark (DTU): dual 
quad-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5440 CPUs 
running at 2.83Ghz with 32GB memory 
available (2GB per processor). All simulations 
were carried out with the UMFPACK solver 
which essentially uses only one processor, 
however in practice; use of two processors 
increases the speed by 40%. No increase in speed 
was noticed when using more than two 
processors. 
4. Results
Following the procedure mentioned above, 
the cases of transport current and applied 
external field were considered as in (10). AC 
losses were calculated for a conductor of width 
3mm and thickness of 1ȝm. ܬ௖ and ݊ were 
assigned values of 1010A m-2 and 25 respectively. 
A finite resistivity of 1 ȍ·m was used for the air 
surrounding the superconducting material. The 
permeability was assumed to be equal to its free 
space value. Finally, all signals were sinusoidal 
with frequency of 50 Hz. Figure 1 depicts the 
overall domain, along with its corresponding 
mesh. 
Figure 1. Thin superconductor surrounded by air 
(axes display longitudes in meters).
As described in the previous section, a 
mapped mesh was used in the superconducting 
region Figure 2 shows an overall picture of the 
mesh and some close ups. 
ܳ
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Figure 2. Mesh. The superconductor domain is 
colored in pink. The two upper figures show details of 
the mesh close to the superconducting region. The 
lower figure is deformed to allow the mesh elements 
in the superconductor to have an apparent aspect ratio 
of 1 rather than 80. 
The instantaneous AC losses for a single tape 
carrying 90% of its critical current value are 
shown in Figure 3. Every single peak accounts 
for half a cycle of the original sinusoidal signal. 
Notice that after the first one all the following 
peaks are equal, thus the transitory effects after 
the first cycle can be disregarded. This allows to 
calculate the AC losses by simulating only one 
cycle.
Figure 3. Instantaneous losses. 
In order to validate the approach proposed in 
this work and its relevance, in Figures 4 and 5 
the calculated results are compared with the ones 
published in the one that to the best of our 
knowledge, offered the fastest strategy to 
accurately calculate AC-losses in 
superconducting thin layers (10). Notice that our 
calculations are in good agreement with the 
aforementioned previously published numerical 
calculations.
Figure 4. Comparison of calculated AC losses for 
different values of transport current (top) and for 
different values of the externally applied Magnetic 
Field (bottom). The MS curve refers to our 
calculations. * (10) 
In the same way, computing time for the 
same publication is compared with our 
calculations in Figure 5. Here, it is important to 
notice that the use of mapped meshes allowed us 
to perform calculations 2 to 3 orders of 
magnitude faster than with regular meshing for a 
full 2-D simulation. Moreover, both our 2 and 4 
elements calculations ran up to five times faster 
than the reported computing time for the 1D 
formulation proposed in (10). 
Finally, in Figures 6 to 10, we present a few 
examples of computations involving several 
conductors.  
Figure 5. Comparison of computing times. The MS-
2(4) curve refers to our calculations when 2(4) 
elements were used across the thickness. * (10) 
Figure 6. Comparison of the Magnetic Field Intensity 
for a thin superconductor when a sinusoidal Magnetic 
Field of 2 mT is applied (peak value shown). Both 
cases when no current (top) and 80% critical current is 
applied (bottom).  
Figure 7. AC electric currents (0.9ܫܿ, 50ܪݖ, in phase) 
are applied to a stack of 15 coated conductors. 
Magnetic field strength at 0 phase. For this particular 
application, a substrate with a relative permeability of 
50 was considered.
Figure 8. AC electric currents (0.9ܫܿ, 50ܪݖ, in phase) 
are applied to a stack of 15 coated conductors. 
Magnetic field strength at peak value. As in Figure 7, 
a substrate with a relative permeability of 50 was 
considered. The insert shows the thickness of the 
different layers. 
Figure 9. Instantaneous AC losses in the conductors 
depicted in Fig. 7 and 8 (enumerated from the top). 
Observe that the higher losses are experienced by the 
central conductors. Also, notice that the top 
conductors (tapes 1, 2 and 3) experience less loss than 
their bottom counterparts (tapes 13, 14 and 15). 
Figure 10. Interaction among several thin conductors. 
Top: Silver, no external current. Center: 
superconducting, imposed AC transport current (0.9ܫܿ,
ܪݖ
ܫܿ ܪݖ
ܫܿ ܪݖ
ܫܿ
50ܪݖ). Bottom: superconducting, no external transport 
current. Notice how the field is expelled from the 
bottom conductor. 
The results shown in this work correspond to 
a full domain 2D simulation and no symmetry 
simplifications were used to reduce the 
computing time. Although all the calculations 
were performed in DTUs blade server as 
described in Section 3, a simple test calculation 
of AC losses in commercially available coated 
conductors was carried out in less than two 
minutes using a laptop. 
5. Conclusions 
Use of mapped meshes and specifically, use 
of large aspect ratio elements, provides a 
considerable increase in the computing speed for 
calculation of AC losses in superconductors. 
Numerical simulations were performed showing 
a decrease up to 3 orders of magnitude in the 
computing time when compared with other 2D 
simulation were no mapped meshes are used.  
Furthermore, although it could be argued that 
the computer used in the present work is 
different than the one used in the reference, the 
proposed approach offers a method that can be 
used just like any other Multiphysics module in 
COMSOL, allowing to couple as many 
conductors as required in one single module. In 
this way, the time spent modeling every single 
application while using large aspect ratio 
elements does not depend heavily in the number 
of conductors and offers similar computing time 
than the 1D formulation. Therefore, the work 
presented here offers a faster time to solution 
strategy for calculating AC losses. 
Finally, the ease to set a problem using the 
proposed formulation makes it possible to think 
of further applications such as superconducting 
coils, and superconducting induction machinery, 
among others in the near future. 
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Abstract—This work presents a method to simulate the electro-
magnetic properties of superconductors with high aspect ratio such
as the commercially available second generation superconducting
YBCO tapes. The method is based on a multiscale representation
for both thickness and width of the superconducting domains.
A couple of test cases were successfully simulated and further
investigations were made by means of structured (mapped)
meshes. Here, large aspect ratio elements were used to simulate
thin material layers with a reduced number of elements. Hence,
more complex geometries can be studied at considerable lower
computational time. Several test cases were simulated including
transport current, externally applied magnetic field and a combi-
nation of both. The results are in good agreement with recently
published numerical simulations. The computational time to solve
the present multiscale approach in 2D is estimated as two orders
of magnitude faster than other 2D methods.
Index Terms—AC losses, finite element methods, high tempera-
ture superconductors, superconducting coils.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE large aspect ratio of 2G superconducting tapes is amatter of concern for the numerical simulation of its elec-
tromagnetic properties [1], [2]. Meshing of thin layers using el-
ements with aspect ratio close to unity puts a big constrain in the
number of degrees of freedom to be solved for. In the particular
case of 2G superconducting wires, the layers have aspect ratios
in the order of . Therefore, simulation of systems in-
volving several conductors proves to be a rather cumbersome
task.
So far, several methods have been proposed to overcome this
burden: use of 1D approaches that neglect the thickness of the
superconducting layer [1] and implementation of geometries
with a lower aspect ratio along with scaled current density
values [2], among others. However, the problem persists as the
aforementioned methods are either based upon extrapolation of
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calculations for lower aspect ratio domains; or do not provide
very accurate results for the case where low transport currents
and small separation among multiple conductors.
The large aspect ratio of the thin film conductors makes clear
that the superconducting material is located in a multiscale do-
main: thickness and width are in different spatial scales. Here,
we present a way to simulate superconductors in a timely effec-
tive manner. The simulation is based on previously published
models [3], [4] and an existing implementation using COMSOL
[5]. The use of this multiscale approach allows creating custom
made applications rapidly and with ease.
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Following a formulation originally proposed in [4], the mag-
netic field strength is calculated by solving:
(1)
where is the permeability; the resistivity is a constant for
normal conductors but for superconductors it is given by the
following power law:
(2)
here the current density ; is the electric field
strength of 1 obtained when the current density reaches
the critical current density and characterizes how abruptly
the transition from the superconducting to normal state is taking
place.
To impose an explicit transport current in each of several con-
ductors, integral constraints are used, so that the total electric
current can be arbitrarily specified by means of a function of
time. In this case, Neumann boundary conditions were used. For
the case when an external magnetic field was applied, appro-
priate Dirichlet boundary conditions were selected.
III. STRUCTURED (MAPPED) MESHES
Traditional meshing techniques use elements with aspect
ratio close to unity to discretize a domain [6]. Their use in thin
layers (either normal or superconducting) poses a significant
drawback. This is due to the fact that the number of elements
increases heavily with the growing aspect ratio of the layer. As
a result, the number of degrees of freedom is augmented and so
is the computing time. This has important consequences for the
simulation of second generation superconducting tapes since
the aspect ratio of the superconducting layer in such conductors
can be as high as .
1051-8223/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Consecutive zoom of the mesh in and around a superconducting
strip of 3 mm by 1   . The horizontal scale is in mm in all subfigures. Left
column: using free meshes 17150 elements were needed to discretize the
superconducting region. Right column: using mapped meshes only 150 were
necessary for the same purpose.
The big scale difference in the conductor width/thickness can
be dealt with by means of a multiscale mesh. The aspect ratio
of such mesh elements should, up to some degree, resemble the
conductor’s own aspect ratio. In this work, aspect ratios in ex-
cess of 100 provided good results, but the optimal aspect ratio
for the mesh elements was not investigated.
Structured (mapped) meshes were implemented in all thin
layers, allowing for 75 elements for the width and 2 (or 4) for
the thickness of each layer. Therefore, mesh element aspect ra-
tios of 80 (or 160) were obtained. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of
both free and structured meshing approaches.
IV. RESULTS
A. Validation
To test the proposed meshing technique, the cases of trans-
port current and applied external field exposed in [1] were con-
sidered. AC losses were calculated for a superconducting strip
of 3 mm of width and thickness of 1 . and were as-
signed values of and 25 respectively. For the air (or
vacuum) surrounding the conductor, a finite resistivity of 1
was used. The relative permeability was assumed to be equal to
unity. All transport currents and externally applied fields were
Fig. 2. Comparison of calculated AC losses for different values of externally
applied AC Magnetic Field. The SM label corresponds to our calculations and
the labels with the symbol  to published results in [1].
Fig. 3. Comparison of calculated AC losses for different values of AC transport
current. The SM label corresponds to our calculations and the labels with the
symbol  to published results in [1].
Fig. 4. Computing time for a full cycle at 50 Hz. The SM-2 and SM-4 curves
refer to our calculation with 2 or 4 elements across the thickness, respectively.
The labels with the symbol  correspond to results published in [1].
sinusoidal signals with frequency of 50 Hz. The comparison of
the calculated values is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Note that for both considered cases, the numerical results
are in good agreement with the previously published numerical
computations. Comparison of the computing time for the same
publication [1] with our calculations is shown in Fig. 4.
It is relevant to point out that the use of mapped meshes al-
lowed for calculations to be performed 2 to 3 orders of magni-
tude faster than with regular free meshing for a full 2-D simu-
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Fig. 5. Left: Racetrack coil from the Superwind project [7]. The coil consists
of 57 turns of the commercially available Copper Laminated Amperium Wire
from American Superconductors [8]. Right: geometrical representation used to
model the cross section of the coil.
Fig. 6. Model of the coil used for simulations. Left: Wire structure including
all layers in true aspect ratios. Each tape is an accurate reproduction of the com-
mercially available Copper Laminated Amperium Wire from American Super-
conductors [8]. Right: cross section of the racetrack coil.
lation. Furthermore, calculations using mapped meshes with 2
and 4 elements used across the thickness were up to five times
faster than the reported computing time for the 1D formulation
proposed in [1].
B. Calculation of the Magnetic Field of a Racetrack Coil
To illustrate the potential of the method, the magnetic field
produced by a racetrack coil of the Superwind project [7] was
simulated. The coil is composed of 57 turns of the commercially
available Copper Laminated Amperium Wire from American
Superconductors [8]. Fig. 5 shows the actual architecture of the
coil along with its corresponding modeled cross section.
Fig. 6 shows the model geometry used to perform simula-
tions. The true thickness of the 1 superconducting layer is
taken into account. For simplicity and taking advantage of the
symmetry, only one quarter of the cross section of the coil was
simulated. An AC current of , assuming a crit-
ical current value , at 50 Hz was evaluated for a
tape with a -value of 21 and a critical current density of
of . The simulation of a whole AC cycle
was done under 6 hours using a single processor solver (UMF-
PACK).
Values for the resistivity of the hardened copper coating (6
), solder (30 ) and substrate (65 )
were obtained from [9] assuming an operating temperature of 77
K. The Magnetic Field Intensity for the whole cross section of
Fig. 7. Magnetic Field Intensity [A/m] for the cross section of the coil at peak
current value. The stream lines show the magnetic field lines. For simplicity the
geometric features were removed.
Fig. 8. Magnetic field intensity [A/m] at different phase values (from top to
bottom, from  to   in  !! increments. The stream lines show the magnetic
field lines. The geometric features were removed for clarity.
the coil at a peak current value of 65.8 A is presented in Fig. 7.
Also, the Magnetic Field Intensity at different phase values is
shown in Fig. 8. For simplicity in comparison, only one quarter
of the cross section is presented.
C. Calculation of AC Losses
AC losses were calculated for the previously mentioned
Racetrack coil from the Superwind project [7]. Two ap-
proaches were followed, one assuming a constant value for
and the other with the following
empiric dependence: , where
is the component of the magnetic field parallel to the c-axis,
and . This relation was
found experimentally testing the Copper Laminated Amperium
  ! 
    !!
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Fig. 9. Simulated AC losses  at different values of  ! .
Wire from American Superconductors [8] used to wind the coil
(data not shown).
The calculated values for the AC losses (in J/cycle/m) are
reported in Fig. 9. A power fit for both sets of data is also shown.
Note that although both approaches with being constant and
as dependent on the magnetic field present a similar behavior,
the losses assuming as a constant are lower.
V. DISCUSSION
Use of mapped meshes with large aspect ratio elements
allowed simulating the electromagnetic properties of supercon-
ducting materials in thin geometries faster than when using
free meshes without compromising accuracy in the calculation
of AC losses. Both transport and applied field cases were
presented here. In the case of a single conductor, computational
time was reduced by more than 2 orders of magnitude. Even
though other electromagnetic formulations could be imple-
mented, given enough validation, use of mapped meshes could
be implemented to reduce the time to solution.
Although the aspect ratio values of 80 and 160 for the mesh
elements used in this work provided accurate results consistent
with previously published data, further studies upon finding an
optimal mesh distribution are yet to be performed.
Whereas it could be argued that the computing time is sim-
ilar to the one using integral equations for a single conductor,
the 2D formulation with mapped meshes allows for simulating
several conductors in arbitrary arrangements in one single equa-
tion, making the interaction among them natural and reducing
the programming time.
Calculation of AC-losses was performed well under 6 hours
for a real application racetrack coil conformed of 57 tapes. The
obtained dependence of the AC loss on the current has been
fitted by a power law as shown on Fig. 9. Exponents in the
range 3.5–3.6 have been obtained and are in qualitative agree-
ment with the analytical expression of an elliptical conductor
[10].
Additional hysteretic losses should be expected from the
magnetic substrate, which are not considered in this work.
Future work will include such effects as well as comparison
with experimental data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown how the use of mapped meshes allows
simulating complex and fairly large coated conductor problems
with ease and within manageable time. This permits to think
about optimization or simulations of further applications like
large magnets or superconducting motors and generators in the
near future.
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Abstract
AC loss can be a significant problem for any applications that utilize or produce an AC current
or magnetic field, such as an electric machine. The authors investigate the electromagnetic
properties of high temperature superconductors with a particular focus on the AC loss in
superconducting coils made from YBCO coated conductors for use in an all-superconducting
electric machine. This paper presents an improved 2D finite element model for the cross-section
of such coils, based on the H formulation. The model is used to calculate the transport AC loss
of a racetrack-shaped coil using constant and magnetic field-dependent critical current
densities, and the inclusion and exclusion of a magnetic substrate, as found in RABiTS
(rolling-assisted biaxially textured substrate) YBCO coated conductors. The coil model is based
on the superconducting stator coils used in the University of Cambridge EPEC
Superconductivity Group’s all-superconducting permanent magnet synchronous motor design.
To validate the modeling results, the transport AC loss of a stator coil is measured using an
electrical method based on inductive compensation by means of a variable mutual inductance.
Finally, the implications of the findings on the performance of the motor are discussed.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
1. Introduction
The expected improved performance and efficiency over
conventional devices has seen continued interest in introducing
superconducting materials to electric power applications, such
as transformers, cables, motors and generators. In electric
machines, in particular, increasing the current and/or magnetic
flux density increases the power density, which leads to
reductions in both size and weight. High temperature
superconductor-based (HTS) electric machines are said to be
particularly attractive for low speed, high torque applications,
such as wind turbines [1], and in electric-based transport
applications where space and weight are at a premium, such
as ship and aircraft propulsion [2, 3].
Investigating and modeling the electromagnetic behavior
of superconductors is crucial to the design of superconductor-
based electrical devices. In order for these devices to be cost-
and performance-competitive with conventional devices, the
use of superconducting materials and the associated cooling
system must be shown to possess improved properties in
comparison to their conventional counterparts. Although
lossless for DC, superconductors do experience AC losses,
0953-2048/11/045005+08$33.00 © 2011 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA1
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which can be a significant problem in any device exposed to
a time-varying current or magnetic field. These AC losses
increase the refrigeration load, which decreases the overall
efficiency and increases the technological complexity of the
design. Significant efforts have been made to understand
the complex interactions between multiple superconducting
coated conductors in quite simple geometries, but no reliable
technique exists to both model and measure AC losses in more
complex geometries, such as superconducting coils.
The finite element method (FEM) has been intensively
used for modeling the electromagnetic properties of super-
conductors and for calculating the AC loss in HTS coated
conductors. There are three main formulations used in this
type of modeling: the A–V formulation (based on the magnetic
vector potential A) [4–7], the T– formulation (based on the
current vector potential T) [8], and the H formulation (based
on directly solving themagnetic field in 2D) [9–12]. Maxwell’s
equations can be written in each of these formulations and
these formulations are equivalent in principle, but the solutions
of the corresponding partial differential equations (PDEs)
can be very different [13]. When designing superconductor
devices, the choice of the formulation depends on a number
of different factors, including accuracy and computational
speed [14].
Methods based on the H formulation converge faster
than other methods and it is easy to impose boundary
conditions related to the current flowing in the coated
conductor(s) and/or externally applied magnetic fields. In
this paper, models based on the H formulation in 2D
using edge elements [11, 13] are compared using different
parameters. The cross-section of a racetrack coil used in the
University of Cambridge’s superconducting permanent magnet
synchronous motor (hereafter, PMSM) design [15–17] is
modeled using constant and magnetic field-dependent critical
current densities, and the inclusion and exclusion of a magnetic
substrate.
The model has been improved in comparison with
previous models [17–19] by using a mapped mesh in and
between the superconducting tapes to achieve a decrease of two
orders of magnitude in the number of mesh elements, allowing
the real superconducting layer thickness to be modeled without
increasing computation time. Furthermore, the formulation has
been enhanced to allow the inclusion of the magnetic substrate
present in some YBCO coated conductors, whereas previous
models have investigated only the YBCO layer itself.
The research was carried out using an Intel i7 2.67 GHz
processor with 6 Gb of memory, and the software used is
COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a [20]. The time-dependent solver
used is COMSOL’s default linear system solver, UMFPACK.
The default time steppingmethod uses variable-order, variable-
step-size backward differentiation formulas (BDF), and the
time steps are automatically selected by the solver.
2. Model, equations and results
A photograph and the dimensions of the superconducting
racetrack coil under test are shown in figures 1 and 2,
respectively, and the specification of the superconductor under
Figure 1. The superconducting racetrack coil under test.
Table 1. Specification of the superconductor under analysis.
Manufacturer AMSC
Tape type 344
Critical current, Ic (self-field, 77 K) 100 A
n-value, n 21
Conductor width, w 4.35 mm
Conductor thickness, dc 0.2 mm
YBCO layer thickness, dsc 1 µm
Critical current density, YBCO layer, Jc 2.3× 1010 A m−2
Ferromagnetic (Ni–W) substrate thickness, dmag 80 µm
Frequency, f 50 Hz
analysis is listed in table 1. The coil consists of a double
layer of YBCO coated conductor wound into a racetrack shape.
There are 50 turns in each layer, resulting in 100 series turns for
the coil. Approximately 60 m of American Superconductor’s
type 344 second generation (2G) coated conductor [21] was
used to wind the coil.
The model is a two-dimensional stack of coated
conductors representing the cross-section of the coil. The
coated conductors are assumed to be infinitely long in the z-
direction, with the cross-section in the x–y plane. The model
consists of three types of subdomains—the superconducting
layer of each turn, the magnetic substrate, and the surrounding
air. The geometry of the 2D model and its mesh is shown in
figure 3—this is for the model using the actual thickness for
the YBCO layer and including the magnetic substrate.
In a previous study by the authors [19], the artificial
expansion of the YBCO layer in the model was investigated
to improve the speed and convergence of the coated conductor
model. Therefore, the number of mesh elements can be
reduced without significant loss of accuracy, provided that
the thickness of the layer is not artificially increased past
a certain limit [19]. Significant improvements were made
in [22, 23] by using large aspect ratio mapped meshes, hence
reducing the number of mesh elements in and between the
coated conductors. Overall, a reduction of about two orders
of magnitude in the number of elements was achieved in
comparison with previous simulations using free meshes,
increasing the computation speed. Accordingly, the actual
thickness of the YBCO layer can be modeled without a
significant increase in computational time, allowing other
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Figure 2. Dimensions (in mm) of the superconducting coil under test.
Figure 3. 2D model geometry and mesh using the actual thickness
for the YBCO layer and including the magnetic substrate.
layers of the coated conductor, such as the stabilizer layer
and substrate, to be implemented using accurate geometrical
dimensions. As mentioned previously, edge elements
(Nedelec elements implemented using the ‘shcurl’ element
in COMSOL) are used instead of conventional Lagrange
elements, which are the default element types in most
commercial software packages.
The simplest approximation regarding the critical current
density is that it is independent of ambient magnetic
field [24]—although in reality, as Kim and Anderson showed
in [25, 26], the critical current depends not only on the
magnitude, but also the direction of the field. Field
dependence of the critical current can be included in this
model by modifying the equation for Jc, and examples of this
modification can be found in [27–29]. The equation used in
this model for the B-dependence of Jc is given by (1) and
is based on manufacturer-supplied data for the tape’s in-field
performance for parallel and perpendicular fields:
Jc(B) =
Jc(self field, 77 K)
1+ 4|By|
. (1)
The effect of a ferromagnetic substrate on the superconductor
layer for a single tape and simple stack configurations
was investigated in [29–31]. For coated conductors with
a ferromagnetic substrate, such as in the coil under test,
the total AC loss consists of contributions from both the
superconductor layer and the substrate. The hysteretic loss
dominates the ferromagnetic loss for high AC currents and
applied fields [29, 30, 32] and this finding should be amplified
in the case of a coil consisting of many turns. The addition
of the substrate into the model requires modification of the
equations used by the authors in [17–19]—this modification
is described below. Eddy current losses in the normal metal
stabilizer layer of the superconductor are assumed negligible.
The governing equations are derived from Maxwell’s
equations—Faraday’s law (2) and Ampere’s law (3). These
equations give a resulting set of PDEs, which differ depending
on the permeability of the material being modeled. For non-
magnetic subdomains (with a relative permeability of µr =
1), such as the superconducting layer and air, the resulting
PDEs are described by (4a), (4b) and (6). This was used
in previous works [17–19], where the effect of the magnetic
substrate was ignored. For magnetic subdomains—with a
relative permeability µr 6= 1 that is not a constant, but varies
with magnetic field as in real materials, i.e. µr(H ), where H
is the magnitude of the magnetic field—the resulting PDEs
are described by (5a), (5b) and (6). Additionally, the E–J
power law (7) is used to describe the macroscopic behavior of
the HTS.
∇ × E = −
∂B
∂ t
= −
∂(µ0µrH)
∂ t
(2)
∇ ×H = J (3)
∂Ez
∂x
= µ0
∂Hy
∂ t
(4a)
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∂Ez
∂y
= −µ0
∂Hx
∂ t
(4b)
∂Ez
∂x
= µ0
[
∂µr(H )
∂ t
Hy + µr(H )
∂Hy
∂ t
]
(5a)
∂Ez
∂y
= −µ0
[
∂µr(H )
∂ t
Hx + µr(H )
∂Hx
∂ t
]
(5b)
Jz =
∂Hx
∂y
−
∂Hy
∂x
(6)
Ez = E0
(
Jz
Jc
)n−1 Jz
Jc
. (7)
In the 2D model, there are two dependent variables, Hx
and Hy, representing the components of the magnetic field
in the x and y directions, respectively. The induced
electric field and current density have only a z-component,
and these are represented by Ez and Jz . The electrical
behavior of the superconducting material is modeled by
the E–J power law with the characteristic voltage E0 =
1 µV cm−1 and n = 21. The n-value is identified from
DC measurements of the superconductor’s highly nonlinear
I–V characteristic, and is usually within the range of 5–30
for type-II superconductors [33]. E0 is the voltage across
the superconductor when it is carrying the critical current
density Jc.
The model requires appropriate settings for the boundary
conditions and since no externally applied magnetic field
exists, Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied to the air
subdomain with Hx = 0 for the y axis boundaries and Hy = 0
for the x axis boundaries. Neumann boundary conditions are
applied to the boundaries of the superconductor and magnetic
substrate subdomains.
To include the field dependence of the relative magnetic
permeability of the Ni–W ferromagnetic substrate of the
RABiTS YBCO coated conductor, the fitting function
presented in [30] is used, which is based on the experimental
results published in [34]. The function is represented
by (8) [30]:
µ(H ) = 1+ 30 600(1− exp(−(H/295)2.5))H−0.81
+ 45 exp(−(H/120)2.5) (8)
where H is the amplitude of the magnetic field strength H =√
H 2x + H 2y .
For all models, the superconductor hysteretic loss Qsc is
calculated using the critical current density and the electric
field distribution across the cross-section of each YBCO layer.
For the model including the magnetic substrate, the additional
ferromagnetic loss Qfe is calculated using the fitting function
presented in [30], which is again based on the experimental
results published in [30]. The loss, in J/cycle m−3, is
calculated based on the maximum value of the magnetic flux
density seen by the substrate and is represented by (9) [30]:
Qfe(Bmax)
=
{
4611.4B1.884max Bmax 6 0.164
210(1− exp(−(6.5Bmax)4)) Bmax > 0.164.
(9)
Figure 4. Comparison of calculated AC loss for constant Jc and
Jc(B) dependence and inclusion and exclusion of the magnetic
substrate.
Figure 4 shows the calculated AC loss for four different
cases. Firstly, the individual turns are modeled without the
magnetic substrate using a constant Jc, then using the Jc(B)
equation introduced earlier. Next, the magnetic substrate is
included in the model with a constant Jc, then Jc(B). The
substrate loss is indicated by the dotted lines. The Jc(B)
dependence increases the AC loss as the magnetic flux front
penetrates further into the stack of tapes along the y axis due
to the reduced Jc from the edges inwards where the magnetic
field is strongest. The inclusion of the magnetic substrate in
the model also increases the AC loss, but not necessarily due
to the ferromagnetic substrate loss itself, and the reason for
the loss increase will be discussed in more detail below. For
the range of current investigated in the model (5–50 A), the
substrate is saturated (or very close to saturation), and the
loss in the superconductor layer is larger than the substrate
loss by an order of magnitude or higher for current in excess
of about 20 A (20% of the tape Ic, 40% of the coil Ic). In
this range, the effect of the substrate loss itself on the overall
AC loss is minimal and can be neglected; however, for low
current, the substrate loss cannot be neglected, and can exceed
the superconductor hysteretic loss for a suitably low current.
Additionally, the total AC loss for the model with the magnetic
substrate and B-dependent Jc can be seen to be the sum of the
AC loss calculated in the constant Jc/substrate and Jc(B)/no
substrate models.
Figures 5 and 6 show the magnetic flux density profiles of
the magnetic field perpendicular to the tape faces |By|, which
has the greatest impact on the AC loss due to the large aspect
ratio of the coated conductor, for models excluding (figure 5)
and including (figure 6) the magnetic substrate, both with
Jc(B). Without a magnetic substrate, the magnetic flux front
penetrates from the edges of the tape towards the center in a
fairly consistent manner from the top tape in the stack to the
bottom. However, when the magnetic substrate is included,
the flux front changes shape to an almost triangular one, and
penetrates furthest in the middle of the stack and least in the top
and bottom tapes. The same trend is observed when a constant
Jc is used, which is not included here.
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Figure 5. Magnetic flux density profile of the magnetic field
perpendicular to the tape faces |By | without a magnetic substrate and
with Jc(B) at t = 15 ms (peak of applied current |I0| = 50 A).
Figure 6. Magnetic flux density profile of the magnetic field
perpendicular to the tape faces |By | with a magnetic substrate and
Jc(B) at t = 15 ms (peak of applied current |I0| = 50 A).
The increase in loss can be attributed to (1) the increased
penetration into the middle of the stack, and (2) the higher
magnetic flux density within the penetrated region of the
superconducting tapes. The higher magnetic flux density in the
superconductor is due to the presence of the magnetic substrate
and the increased penetration arises due to a local region of
large permeability around the middle of the entire stack at the
peak of the input current—although the magnetic field strength
|H| in this region is relatively low in comparison to |Hmax| for
the whole stack (<104 A m−1), according to (8), the peak in the
curve of the relative magnetic permeability for the substrate is
around 400 A m−1. As shown in figure 4, the contribution of
Qfe (the ferromagnetic substrate loss) is negligible.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the AC loss for tapes at
different locations within the stack (here 1/4 refers to the 12th
Figure 7. Comparison of AC loss for tapes at different locations
within the cross-section for Jc(B)models with and without a
magnetic substrate for an applied current I0 = 50 A.
tape from the top of the stack and 3/4 refers to the 38th tape).
The difference in the AC loss between tapes is minimal for no
magnetic substrate and a triangular distribution (with highest
losses in the middle tapes) can be observed when the magnetic
substrate is present. The overall loss is significantly higher in
the latter case, when compared to the former.
3. Experimental setup and results
3.1. Experimental setup
In order to measure the transport AC loss of the super-
conducting coil, electrical and calorimetric methods can
be used. Calorimetric methods are advantageous for AC
loss measurements in complex magnetic environments, such
as those found in real superconductor-based devices [35].
However, calorimetric methods have a number of drawbacks
in comparison to electrical methods, including the long time
required to obtain a stationary regime, extensive calibration
required due to heat losses other than the superconductor AC
loss, and the fact that individual components of loss cannot be
measured [36].
The experimental setup is shown in figure 8 and is based
on a combination of a modified existing experimental setup
used for measuring the transport AC loss of superconducting
tapes [37] with a compensation coil to cancel the large
inductive component of the superconducting coil, which can
be orders of magnitude higher than the AC loss component.
The compensation coil needs to provide a high enough
compensating voltage with low phase shift and low noise.
Power is supplied via two 400 W KEPCO power supplies
connected in parallel (one master, one slave) to provide up to
±20 V, ±40 A. The output of the power supplies is controlled
by the internal oscillator of the lock-in amplifier. The current
flowing in the circuit is measured by a current transducer
connected to an Agilent multimeter, and the input signal to
the lock-in amplifier is the compensated superconducting coil
voltage. The critical current of the coil, measured in [16],
is approximately 50 A. The coil is contained within a liquid
nitrogen bath, and is connected in series with the power
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Figure 8. Experimental setup for electrical AC loss measurement.
supplies and the compensation coil. The signal from the
voltage taps at either end of the superconducting coil is
connected in series, but with opposite polarity, to the secondary
of the compensation coil.
A compensation coil is used rather than capacitive
compensation to avoid the effects of higher harmonics, which
make capacitive compensation very frequency sensitive. It
is much easier to design a variable mutual inductance. A
voltage divider is not used to reduce the superconducting coil
signal as this may introduce a phase shift and reflection [38],
so a large mutual inductance must be provided. As thin a
wire as possible is used for both the primary and secondary
coils to reduce the effect of any induced eddy currents in the
windings due to time-varying magnetic fields and, for the same
reason, no magnetic materials are used in the construction of
the coils. The variation of the mutual inductance is achieved
by displacing the secondary coils relative to the primary, whose
axes are parallel to each other.
The primary coil is wound with 2.18 mm diameter
enameled copper wire with N1 = 20 turns and is 5 cm
long. The secondary coil is wound with 0.314 mm diameter
enameled copper wire with N2 = 3000 turns and is also
5 cm long. Thicker wire was used on the primary to enable
large currents (up to 50 A) through this coil. Plastic plumbing
pipe was used as the former for the primary (5 inch pipe) and
secondary (4 inch pipe) coils.
The compensation coil was designed with a mutual
inductance higher than the estimated 3 mH of the racetrack
coil. Assuming perfect flux linkage between the primary
and secondary, the compensation coil mutual inductance was
calculated to be 9.4 mH, by (10):
M = µ0N1N2
π
2
r 22
r1
(10)
where r1 and r2 are the radii of the primary and secondary coils,
respectively.
The superconducting coil voltage is compensated such that
vsc − vcomp = vAC (11)
where vAC is the AC loss component. Equation (12) shows the
components of (11) in more detail:(
i Rsc + Lsc
∂i
dt
)
− M
∂i
dt
= i Rsc. (12)
Therefore, for complete compensation Lsc = M . For an input
current i(t) = I0 sin(ωt), the inductive voltage across the
superconducting coil is ωLsc I0 cos(ωt). The resistance of the
compensation coil’s secondary coil can be ignored due to the
large input impedance of the lock-in amplifier (10 M).
3.2. Experimental results
The range of the mutual inductance of the compensation coil
was measured for varied displacement levels of primary versus
secondary coil. Using a function generator (50 Hz signal)
and an oscilloscope, the mutual inductance was measured to
vary between 6.6 mH (no displacement) and 1 mH (9 cm
displacement).
The inductance of the superconducting coil was measured
by applying a small current (0.6 A) after cooling the coil in a
liquid nitrogen bath, and measuring the coil voltage with the
lock-in amplifier. At such a low current, the superconducting
coil voltage is expected to be predominately inductive. A
frequency of 41.7 Hz was used to avoid using a frequency too
close to the mains frequency. The inductance was measured as
2.74 mH, close to the estimated 3 mH.
The compensation coil was then connected to the
lock-in amplifier (without the superconducting coil) and
was adjusted until a voltage equal to the measured
superconducting coil voltage was displayed on the lock-
in amplifier. The superconducting and compensation coil
signals were connected in series, ensuring opposite polarities
to cancel the inductive component and achieve the required
compensation. The setting of the phase of the lock-in was
performed using its internal reference, which also provides
the control signal to the power supply. The phase setting
was performed initially, and the same phase was used for
subsequent measurements. The current transducer is used only
for the purpose of measuring the magnitude of the current
flowing in the circuit and does not provide a reference to the
lock-in. The experimental results for two sets of measurements
are shown in figure 9. The power supply described above was
able to provide up to approximately 25 A.
In analytical models based on the critical state approxima-
tion, the AC loss has a cubic or quartic dependence [24, 39, 40];
however, for currents greater than 10 A, the measured AC loss
tends towards a square law relationship, suggesting that the
actual phase had drifted from the original phase setting. As the
transport current increases, the AC loss voltage increases at a
faster rate than the inductive voltage, which increases linearly,
and this results in a phase shift from the original setting. Future
experiments will include improvement of the phase setting in
order to obtain more accurate results over a wider range of
current.
However, these results highlight the potential of the model
in calculating AC loss—in particular, the improved model
of the coil cross-section, which models superconducting and
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Figure 9. Experimental results for the transport AC loss
measurement of the superconducting racetrack coil.
magnetic substrate layers that are geometrically accurate, can
estimate the AC loss of a superconducting coil. In addition
to the phase setting improvement above, another improvement
that can be made to the experimental technique is to use
the split compensation coil described in [36, 38] to reduce
the potential of stray magnetic fields affecting the measured
signals.
4. Discussion
The AC losses must be kept to a very low level because any
heating occurring at the low temperatures required to maintain
superconductivity needs a large amount of refrigeration power.
Using an HTS at liquid nitrogen temperatures (e.g. 77 K),
Carnot efficiency would suggest about 4 W of cooling power
is needed for 1 W of heat. In reality, Carnot efficiency is
never reached, and assuming a 20% efficient cooling system,
in this scenario about 20 W is required for every watt of
heat. Here, a comparison is made between the superconducting
coil’s transport AC loss and the resistive loss of a similar coil
wound with room temperature copper conductor. Although
the ductility of copper allows for better distribution of the coil
windings within the stator, in order to simplify the analysis,
the same coil dimensions as the superconducting coil are
assumed, including the same length of conductor, i.e. 60 m.
The resistivity of the copper can be calculated by R = ρlA
where ρ = 1.68×10−8 m (at 20 ◦C), l = 60m and A = πr 2.
Here r is the radius of conductor required to carry a maximum
current (in rms) comparable to the critical current of the
superconducting coil. For example, AWG five wire (diameter
4.620 26 mm) carries a maximum 47 Arms current [41]. Using
the previous equation, the resistivity is 0.0601 . Therefore,
for I = 50 Apeak (35.35 Arms), P = 75.13W; for I = 40 Apeak
(28.28 Arms), P = 48.08 W; and so on. A comparison of the
simulation results and the equivalent copper coil is shown in
figure 10. The superconducting coil AC losses are reflected
to room temperature by Pref = 20PAC and given in units of
W assuming a frequency of 50 Hz. This shows that at least
an order of magnitude reduction in the AC loss is required for
Figure 10. Comparison of the superconducting coil transport AC
loss (Jc(B)models with and without the magnetic substrate) with an
equivalent copper coil.
the coil to have comparable performance to that of copper at
power frequencies such as 50 Hz. Reducing the frequency of
the supply to the machine to a few Hz will also reduce the loss
by an order of magnitude, making it feasible for this type of
coil to be used in high torque, low speed applications, such as
wind turbines.
A comparison can also be made between the transport
AC loss reflected to room temperature and the output power
of the motor. In [17], the output power of the machine was
calculated as 4.52 kW for an electrical loading of 40 Apeak and
a trapped field in the rotor poles (comprising YBCO bulks) of
0.4 T. In the machine design there are six stator coils meaning
the total reflected transport AC loss of the superconducting
PMSM is Ptotal = 6 × 20 × PAC. Therefore, for 40 Apeak,
the total reflected loss is 1.59 kW (no substrate, Jc(B) model)
and 4.14 kW (substrate, Jc(B) model), and these correspond
to approximately 35% and 92% of the motor output power,
respectively. For 20 Apeak, the output power was calculated
to be 2.26 kW [17], so the reflected loss (153 W—no substrate,
602 W—substrate) corresponds to approximately 7% and 27%
of the motor output power, respectively.
From these results, it is clear that serious investigations
need to be carried out in the area of AC loss mitigation for
all-superconducting machine design—for example, shielding
using superconducting or magnetic materials or tape striation.
The magnetic flux density profile for coils wound from a coated
conductor with a magnetic substrate raises some interesting
points for further analysis. Improvement of the in-field
performance of YBCO coated conductors is also required to
improve the performance of coated conductor wound coils.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, an improved 2D finite element model based
on the H formulation was described, which is implemented
in COMSOL Multiphysics and models the cross-section of
the coil as a stack of individual tapes. The model was used
to investigate the electromagnetic properties of and calculate
the transport AC loss in a superconducting racetrack coil for
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use in an all-superconducting motor. The model improves
on previous models by modeling the actual thickness of the
superconducting layer (instead of an artificially expanded
thickness) and uses a mapped mesh consisting of large aspect
ratio rectangular elements to improve computational speed
and reduce the number of elements in and between each
tape. A modified formulation was introduced to include
a ferromagnetic substrate and models were compared with
(e.g. RABiTS coated conductors) and without (e.g. IBAD
coated conductors) magnetic substrates. The AC loss increases
when a magnetic substrate is present in the model—not
necessarily due to the presence of a ferromagnetic substrate
loss, but due to the different composition of the magnetic
flux front penetrating into the stack of tapes in the direction
perpendicular to the tape faces. For relatively low current,
the substrate loss cannot be neglected and can exceed the
superconductor hysteretic loss, but for practical values of
current, the substrate loss can be neglected.
The transport AC loss of a stator coil was measured using
an electrical method based on inductive compensation with a
variable mutual inductance. The experimental results verify
the validity of the model for estimating the AC loss, but
also indicate that improvements can be made to increase the
accuracy of the setup, particularly in regard to the phase setting
of the lock-in amplifier.
The transport AC loss is compared with an equivalent
room temperature copper coil by reflecting the AC loss to
room temperature taking into account Carnot efficiency and
the efficiency of the cryocooler. The AC loss is found to be an
order of magnitude higher in the case of the superconducting
coil. When compared to the output power of the machine, the
reflected loss can be seen to have a significant impact on the
machine. These findings indicate that serious investigations
need to be made in the area of AC loss mitigation for all-
superconducting machine design in order to make these types
of machines performance-competitive with existing machines.
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Abstract 
In this work we present a simulation of a synchronous generator with superconducting rotor windings. As many other 
electrical rotating machines, superconducting generators are exposed to ripple fields that could be produced from a 
wide variety of sources: short circuit, load change, mechanical torque fluctuations, etc. Unlike regular conductors, 
superconductors, experience high losses when exposed to AC fields. Thus, calculation of such losses is relevant for 
machine design to avoid quenches and increase performance. Superconducting coated conductors are well known to 
exhibit nonlinear resistivity, thus making the computation of heating losses a cumbersome task. Furthermore, the high 
aspect ratio of the superconducting materials involved adds a penalty in the time required to perform simulations. 
 
The chosen strategy for simulation is as follows: A mechanical torque signal together with an electric load is used to 
drive the finite element model of a synchronous generator where the current distribution in the rotor windings is 
assumed uniform. Then, a second finite element model for the superconducting material is linked to calculate the 
actual current distribution in the windings of the rotor. Finally, heating losses are computed as a response to the 
electric load. The model is used to evaluate the transient response of the generator. 
 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Horst Rogalla and 
Peter Kes. 
Keywords: Superconducting generator ; AC losses; Finite Element Simulation; Homogenization; HTS coils 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays, several examples of superconducting machinery can be found not just in the design but also 
in realization [1-3]. Several efforts have proven effective towards calculation of losses in superconductors 
[4-6]. However, the task has proven to be cumbersome due to the nonlinear E-J relation characterizing the 
material properties and the high aspect ratio of the superconducting regions in coated conductors. One 
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additional complication comes from the multiscale nature of the problem: while the cross section of a 
generator itself is typically in the range of decimeters or even meters, the superconducting layer is 1 µm 
thick. Therefore a successful modeling tool should be able to span the 5 or 6 orders of magnitude 
connecting these phenomena.  
 
Some improvements have allowed computing AC losses on coils and stacks of different sizes while 
modeling every conductor involved [6-8]. In the same context, it is important to note that several 
approximations based on homogenization techniques have been proposed to reduce the computational 
time and simplify the calculations for coils and stacks of tapes [9-11]. However, to this day, no calculation 
had been implemented for calculating AC losses of a superconducting rotating machine during a transient 
response. A tool to perform such calculation is necessary to optimize design, study performance and 
estimate safe operational margins. Such a tool must provide with a way to predict the heating losses 
induced in the superconducting windings as a response to either an electric load or torque change. 
 
In this work we present a method to simulate the electromagnetic transient response of a 
superconducting generator. The technique is based upon a segregated model that decouples the dynamics 
of the generator and the dynamics of the superconducting coils. A homogenization technique is 
implemented to simulate the current distribution in the superconducting coils. 
 
2. Modeling strategy 
The overall model is constituted by two sub models (Fig. 1): the first being the simulator of a generator 
where superconducting properties are neglected; the second, a segregated model that uses the previously 
obtained results as boundary conditions to calculate the current distribution in the superconducting stator 
coils. Although no feedback from the second model is taken into account, this simplification should 
provide with accurate values for the actual Magnetic Field in the coupling boundary.  
 
 
Fig. 1 Simulation strategy: In a first model, both electric load and mechanical torque are considered as known inputs of an electric 
generator. Using this model, the Magnetic Field is calculated in a coupling boundary (purple) around the rotor windings. A second 
model uses this as a Dirichlet boundary condition to compute for the AC losses. No feedback is considered from the second to the 
first model. 
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Fig. 2 Model Coupling: The Magnetic Field in the coupling boundary around the coils (left) is used as a boundary 
condition for the calculation of AC losses. Both components of the magnetic field are plotted (central figure): the 
horizontal axis of these plots corresponds to the arc length spanned by arrows 1-4. The vertical axis is time. Notice 
that after a 1 second long steady state, the field components start to change; this corresponds to the variation in 
applied load in the stator windings. The Magnetic Field evaluated in the path 1-4 is used as Dirichlet boundary 
condition for the superconducting coils. The left figure presents the current distribution in the superconducting coils 
at t=0.65s during the ramp up. 
2.1. Generator model 
Using the commercially available AC/DC module of COMSOL Multiphysics, a generator was 
modeled following design parameters as reported in [12]. For simplicity and homogeneity, every 
superconducting coil was assumed to be constituted of 50 turns of a coated conductor with critical current 
of 62.5 A. The superconducting windings of every coil have a cross section of 1E-4 m2 therefore, an 
engineering critical current of 3.125e7 A/m2 was considered. The rotor windings are composed by 20 
turns of copper wire. A load case as described in section 3 was implemented.  
2.2. Coils model 
The electromagnetic properties of the superconducting coils were modeled using a formulation in the 
H Magnetic Field [4]. A power law with n value of 21 was considered, no Jc(B) dependence or magnetic 
substrate was taken into account in this model. To increase the computational speed, a homogenization 
technique based on similar assumptions as in a recently published work [11] was implemented. This aims 
to wash out the geometrical features of the coils layers i.e. the cross section of the coil was assumed to 
be an anisotropic bulk rather than the actual stack it represents. 
2.3. Coupling 
In order to link both models, the Magnetic Field in the generator was calculated in a boundary 
surrounding the superconducting coils. This data was then used as the time dependent Dirichlet boundary 
condition for the superconducting coil model. Fig. 2. Since the current in each individual tape of a given 
coil is constrained to a (possibly time dependent) known value. It is assumed that the Magnetic Field 
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outside the coil should be similar to the one produced by a (possibly time dependent) known uniform 
current. In fact, this is the principle behind the simulation of electromagnetic machinery by finite element 
analysis, as the computation of the actual current distribution in each individual wire would require large 
memory and computing time resources. Therefore, no bidirectional coupling was implemented as it 
became redundant under the previously discussed assumption. 
3. Results 
To test the proposed strategy, a simple load change was implemented as in Fig. 3. First, a smooth ramp 
up current was applied to the superconducting coils, therefore increasing their current to 80% of the 
critical value. The system was let to relax for about 7 seconds, allowing for the transient behavior of the 
ramp up process to settle and fade. Then, at t=7.8 s a total resistance of 1 ! was connected to every phase 
of the generator (taking into account the 0.32 ! self-resistance of the copper windings).  At t=9.8 s the 
total resistance was reduced to 0.5 ! and back again to 1 ! at t=11.8 s. Notice in Fig. 3 the instantaneous 
loss increase as the resistor is connected, or changed. A peak instantaneous loss of 0.4 W was observed 
during ramp up, peaks of about 0.3 W also appeared at increasing load changes,  from R=" ! (no load) to 
R=1 ! at t= 8; and from R=1 ! to R=0.5 !  at t= 8 s. A smaller loss peak of about 0.05 W was observed 
when the load was reduced back to R=1 ! at t= 12. 
 
The 14 s transient response required approximately 6 hours for the generator model and about 12 hours 
for the superconducting coils model. Therefore transitory analysis of superconducting rotating machinery 
can be computed within a manageable time.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Instant Joule losses in the superconducting coils of the generator. Starting from being in a zero field and zero 
current state, the current in the coils is ramped up to 80% of  its critical value (top left figure). At t=7.8s, a passive 
load of R= 1 ! is slowly connected to the terminals of the generator, later on at t=9.8s the load is changed to R= 0.5 
! and back to R= 1 ! at t=11.8s (shown as 1/R in the top right figure). The bottom figure shows a plot of the 
instantaneous losses (W) as a function of time. 
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4. Conclusions 
A strategy to calculate the AC losses in a superconducting generator during transient operation was 
developed.  Instantaneous losses were calculated for a ramp-up and load change test case. The strategy 
relies on decoupling the homogenized superconducting model from the generator model. Further studies 
must be carried out to compare and match the simulation results with experimental data and calibrate the 
simulator to make tailored predictions for specific transient operation cases. As an additional remark, it is 
also important to notice that since a homogenization technique was used for the superconducting coils, a 
similar treatment can be carried out for other machines and devices like motors or transformers with 
several conductors with ease.  
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a b s t r a c t
The feasibility of installing a direct drive superconducting generator in the 5 MW reference offshore wind
turbine of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has been examined. The engineering current
densities Je obtained in a series of race track coils have been combined with magnetization measurements
to estimate the properties of suitable field coils for a synchronous generator, which is more light weight
than the conventional used combination of a gear box and a fast rotating generator. An analytical model
and finite element simulations have been used to estimate the active mass of generators with varying
number of poles. A 24 pole machine with an outer diameter of 4.2 m and active length and mass of
1.2 m and 34 tons is suggested possible, if a Je = 300 A/mm
2 can be obtained in B = 4 T pointing to an oper-
ation temperature around 40 K.
Ó 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The urge for the development of offshore wind power in Europe
has increased due to member state policies on fossil fuel indepen-
dency by 2050 in order to reduce global warming and to secure en-
ergy supplies. Offshore wind power is an emerging technology
with only 2.1 GW installed capacity in EU by the end of 2009,
which should be compared to 76.2 GW and 156.5 GW of total in-
stalled capacity in EU and world wide respectively [1,2]. The EU
offshore capacity must be expanded by two orders of magnitude
by 2030 in order to supply 20% of the electricity demand from
renewable sources [3]. Effort is now made to increase the size of
offshore turbines and to improve the reliability by introducing
mechanically simplified drive trains, such as direct drive genera-
tors based on permanent magnets [4].
The EU offshore capacity is provided by 830 turbines with an
average size of 2.9 MW, but a small number of 5 MW offshore
turbines have been in operation since 2009 with a distribution
of 14 REpower 5M and 6 Areva Multibrid M5000 [4]. The RE-
power 5M turbine is based on a conventional drive train with a
three stage gearbox and a generator rotating at 1500 revolutions
per minutes (rpm), whereas the Multibrid turbine has a hybrid
drive train with a single stage gearbox and a slow rotating gener-
ator at 150 rpm. The Repower turbine was developed as part of a
research project and it is often referred to as the NREL reference
turbine, since public informations about the properties are avail-
able [5].
We have previously examined the challenges of introducing a
superconducting direct drive generator in future 10 MW offshore
wind turbines and indicated that the price of coated conductors
must be reduced by an order of magnitude before the 2030 target
installation price of 1.5 MEuro/MW can be reached [6]. Secondly
the reliability of a superconducting direct drive generator must be
proven and in this paper we will examine the possibility of a dem-
onstration installation in a turbine resembling the NREL reference
turbine. In this context it is interesting to mention that the present
offshore installation price is in the range of 3.4–3.6 MEuro/MW
[7,8]. This price increased to 4–5 MEuro/MW for the present
5 MW installations and indicates a reasonable price for a supercon-
ducting direct drive demonstration.
This paper is organized by a presentation of the engineering
current density Je of a series of race track coils constructed within
the Superwind project at DTU [9]. The temperature and field scal-
ing of Je as determined by magnetization measurements is used as
input for determination of the properties of a synchronous gener-
ator suitable for the NREL reference turbine. An analytic generator
model based on reluctance circuit analysis is introduced and com-
pared to finite element simulations. Finally the active material of
the superconducting generators is determined as function of the
pole number and the feasibility is discussed.
0921-4534/$ - see front matter Ó 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.physc.2011.05.217
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +45 46774741; fax: +45 46775758.
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2. Superconducting race track coils
A number of race track coils have been constructed and tested
as part of the Superwind project at DTU in order to demonstrate
the feasibility of using high temperature superconducting tapes
in rotor coils of synchronous generators suitable for wind turbines
[9]. A coil design which can hold both Bi-2223(denoted first gener-
ation tape 1G) and coated conductor tapes (denoted second gener-
ation 2G) was developed. The design is based on an inner frame of
316 stainless steel onto which a superconducting tape and a glass
fiber (GF) tape are wound. A copper block is soldered onto the
beginning of the tape prior to winding and serves as one of the cur-
rent contacts and another copper block is soldered to the end of the
tape to provide the outer current contact as shown on Fig. 1. Thin
copper wires are soldered onto the tape during the winding in or-
der to allow voltage measurement directly across sections of the
superconducting tapes and the wires are connected to a circuit
board sitting on an outer 316 stainless steel frame, which also pro-
vides the mechanical support of the coil. The coils are vacuum
impregnated by epoxy in a stainless steel form after the assembly
and cured in air. Excess epoxy was mechanically cracked off from
the coils, which were treated with epoxy release agents before
assembling. Fig. 1 shows one of the coils, which allows a 20 mm
thick winding of tape. The purpose of the coils is to stack them onto
the iron rotor piece of a two pole test machine under construction
at DTU.
The properties of the tapes used in the coils are summarized in
Table 1 as well as the engineering current density Je
Je ¼
IC
ðttape þ tinsulationÞwtape ð1Þ
defined as the critical current IC of the tape divided by the sum of
the tape ttape and the insulation tinsulation thickness multiplied by
the width of the tape wtape. Two types of Bi-2223 tapes from Amer-
ican Superconductors based on brass and steel reinforcement have
been investigated using the glass fiber tape insulation technique in
the winding of coil no. 1 and nos. 2–5 respectively. This method was
also used for coil no. 6 holding a 2G YBa2Cu3O6+x coated conductor
from American superconductor. Coated conductor tape of type 4050
from Superpower has been insulated by a thin layer of epoxy adding
only 60 lm to the tape thickness and this is planned for the winding
of coil no. 7 [11]. Estimates of the critical current of the coils have
been obtained from 3D finite element simulations of the field distri-
bution by assuming a homogenous current density in the entire
cross section of the coil winding. The maximum field component
normal to the tape surface was evaluated and compared to the field
dependent critical current of the used tapes. This field component is
along the c-axis of the textured HTC material in the tape and it is
usually causing the smallest critical current. The Current–Voltage
(IU) curves of the tapes were measured in liquid nitrogen at
T = 77 K using an Agilent 34420A nano voltmeter connected to volt-
age probe copper wires soldered onto the tape surface with a 15–
20 mm spacing. A HP6031A power supply was used to increase
the current from I = 0 ÿ 120 A controlled by a Labview program also
collecting the voltage across the tape. A magnetic field of B = 0 ÿ 1 T
was applied perpendicular to the tape surface using an electromag-
net [10].
The IU curves all showed a power law behavior
U ¼ E0  l I
ICðB; TÞ
 nðB;TÞ
ð2Þ
where I is the transport current of the tape, IC(B, T) is the critical
current causing a voltage drop of U = E0l and n(B, T) is the exponent
of the power law quantifying how abrupt the transition from the
superconducting to the resistive state will be. The choice of
E0 = 10
ÿ6 V/cm was used as criteria for defining the critical current,
where l is the distance between the voltage taps. The IU curves of
the coils of Table 1 were obtained by measuring the voltage across
the beginning and end copper wires of the coil immersed in liquid
nitrogen as the current was increased in the setup also used for
the tape measurements. Fig. 2 shows the IU curves of coil no. 1
based on 1G-brass tape and the 1G-steel tape is represented by
the coils 2 and 3, which are similar to coils 4 and 5 (not shown).
The two IU curves of coil 6 based on AmSC 348 tape are first show-
ing a quench of the coil and the subsequent measurement confirm-
ing that the coil was not damaged by the quench. A critical current
criteria of U0 = E0l, where l is the length of the tape in the coil was
applied and the IU curves in Fig. 2 have been normalized by the
length of tape in the coil. The critical current and n-values of the
coils at T = 77 K are listed in Table 1. The demonstrated engineering
current density of the demonstration coils will be used to extrapo-
late the properties of larger race track coils operating in higher field
and at lower temperatures.
3. Temperature and magnetic field scaling of critical current
The in-field pinning properties of the coated conductor tapes of
the coils have been investigated in applied fields up to 16 T using a
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) from Cryogenic Limited
[12]. Pieces of tapes with identical width and length were mounted
in straws using Kapton tape and inserted into the VSMwith the ap-
plied field normal to the tape surface and parallel to the c-axis of
Fig. 1. Racetrack coil based on a winding of 5 mm wide high temperature
superconducting tape. Electrical contact is provided by copper block at the two
ends of the winding and thin copper wires are soldered onto the tape, whereby 4
point voltage measurements can be performed on selected sections of the tape. The
inner and outer frame is made of 316 stainless steel and provides mechanical
support for the coil. A circuit board is mounted on the left hand side of the steel
frame for connection of voltage probe wires. The square hole of 150 mm  60 mm
in the middle can be fitted around an iron core of a test machine under construction
at DTU.
Table 1
The properties of the high temperature superconducting tapes used in the Risø-DTU
race track coil are listed in the first part of the table, whereas the predicted and
obtained coil properties are shown below. 1G and 2G refers to Bi-2223 and coated
conductor tapes respectively. ⁄Expected values since winding of coil no. 7 is planned.
Coil no 1 2–5 6 7
Tape 1G Brass 1G Steel 2G 348C 2G 4050
Width (mm) 4.3 4.3 4.8 4.2
Thickness (mm) 0.39 0.28 0.22 0.10
IC (77K, sf) (A) 150 145 95 125
Insulation GF tape GF tape GF tape Epoxy
Thickness (mm) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.06
Je (77K, sf) (A/mm
2) 68.8 88.7 61.8 186.0
No. turns 31 48–51 57 125⁄
Tape length (m) 16.3 25.4–28.8 31.6 69.1⁄
IC,coil 77 K (A) 76.7 82.9–83.5 69.4 –
ncoil 77 K 14.1 14.4–15.6 41.9 –
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the YBa2Cu3O6+x superconductor. Magnetization curves were ob-
tained by cooling the samples below the critical temperature
TC  93 K in zero applied field and then sweeping the applied field
l0H = 0? 16? ÿ16? 16? 0 T. Subsequent magnetization curves
were obtained by decreasing the temperature after the applied
field was ramped to zero. The opening of the hysteresis curves
Dm was determined as the difference between the
l0H = 16? ÿ16T and l0H = ÿ 16? 16 T part of the curves. Figs. 3
and 4 are showing the hysteresis opening scaled by the value at
T = 77 K and zero applied field as function of applied field and at
different temperatures. From the simple Bean model it is known
that the magnetization hysteresis Dm will be proportional to the
critical current density JC of a superconductor, Dm / JC. Similar
relations are also found for thin film solution [13]. Thus the critical
current IC(B, T) of the tapes scaled to the critical current IC(self field,
77 K) provided by the tape manufacturers can be assumed to scale
like the hysteresis scaling shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This temperature
scaling will be used to estimate the current density of coils suitable
for a wind turbine generator.
4. NREL reference turbine and generator model
The properties of the drive train of the NREL/REpower wind tur-
bine are summarized in Table 2 and it should be noted that the
weight of the gearbox and the generator is 80 tons. One could
ask if a 80 tons superconducting direct drive generator could re-
place the conventional drive train, but the competition from
Nd2Fe14B permanent magnet based direct drive generators as in-
stalled in the recent Siemens SWT 3.0-101 turbine will call for a
further weight reduction [16]. A target of 40 tons of active mass
will be used in the following analysis, but a target price of the drive
trains must first be estimated. A target installation cost of 2 MEuro/
MW in 2020 will be assumed and this gives a drive train price esti-
mate of PDT = 2 MEuro/MW5MW1/31/2 = 1.65 MEuro, since the
turbine fraction of the cost is often 1/3 and the drive train fraction
is 1/2. Using the density of the superconductor/insulation compos-
ite deduced from Table 1 and an target price of 8 Euro/m in 2020
then one can estimate a maximum allowed volume of supercon-
ductor to be used. This would correspond to 228 km of AmSC
348C or 206 km of Superpower tape resulting in a weight of
2061 kg or 706 kg respectively. We will focus the analysis on a
radial synchronous machine with a superconducting field winding
and an stator winding without iron teeth at room temperature as
has been demonstrated for large scale systems [17,18].
Fig. 2. IU curves of race track coil no. 1 (American Superconductor Bi-2223-Brass
tape), coil nos. 2 and 3 (American Superconductor Bi-2223-Steel) and coil no. 6
(American superconductor coated conductor 348C) immersed in liquid nitrogen at
T = 77 K. The two IU curves of coil no. 6 are showing a quench at I = 73 A and the
following measurement confirming no damage during the quench. The noise level
of the measurements of coil no. 6 is similar to the other coils and is not shown for
clarity.
Fig. 3. Scaling of magnetization hysteresis Dm(B, T)/Dm(0 T, 77 K) of Superpower 4050 tape. A simple description of the pinning in superconductors like formulated in the
Bean model will result in a proportionality between the magnetization hysteresis Dm(B, T) and the critical current density JC, Dm(B, T) / JC. Thus one can in principle use the
magnetization hysteresis to obtain information about the in-field performance of the tape by applying the scaling factor to the critical current of a tape obtained in a transport
measurement. The markers are showing the publicly available in-field performance of a standard SP4050 tape with a IC = 80 A (self field, 77 K) [14]. The discrepancy is
believed to be caused by the fact that the tape studied here has an IC = 125 A (self field, 77 K), which is expected also to result in a better in-field performance.
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Alternatives based on bulk superconductors [19] or fully supercon-
ducting machines [20] have not been investigated, since the mag-
netization method of the bulk superconductor and low AC loss
superconducting wires or tapes for a superconducting stator are
still under development. A cryostat of 4 cm thickness on each side
of the superconductor field winding is assumed and the outer
diameter of the machine is fixed at Dout = 4.2 m in order to make
the generator fit into the nacelle.
An analytical model based on a lumped reluctance circuit has
been used to estimate air gap flux of a multipole machine as shown
on Fig. 5a. The circuit on Fig. 5b describes the flux linkage between
the two sides of a superconducting field winding by introducing
reluctances related to the radial direction Ri,r and to the circumfer-
ential direction Ri,c of the active layers i of the machine. The reluc-
tance reflects both the geometry of the machine and also the
magnetic properties of the material specified by the relative per-
meability lr
Ri;r ¼ 1lr;il0
lr;i
Ar;i
ð3Þ
where l0 is the vacuum permeability, lr is the length of the flux path
in the radial direction and Ar is the area which the flux passes
through. Using Kirchhoff’s circuit law on the reluctance loops a ma-
trix relation between the magneto motive force Fsc of the supercon-
ductor and the flux /i in the loops is obtained
0
0
Fsc
0
0
0
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
¼
R11 R12 0 0 0 0
R21 R22 R23 0 0 0
0 R32 R33 R34 0 0
0 0 R43 R44 R45 0
0 0 0 R54 R55 R56
0 0 0 0 R65 R66
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
/1
/2
/3
/4
/5
/6
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
ð4Þ
The terms Rx,y contain the reluctance sums linking the fluxes, ex.
R32 = ÿRsi,c, R33 = 2Rsi2,r + 2Rso1,r + Rsi,c + Rso,c and R34 = ÿRso,c. By
inverting Eq. (4) one can obtain the airgap flux of the pole and by
assuming a sinusoidal angular variation one can deduce the maxi-
mum flux density B0 in the airgap
/3 ¼
Z
B0 cosðphÞrdhL ð5Þ
where p is the pole number and L is the active length of the ma-
chine. Similarly by assuming a sinusoidal current distribution of
the 3-phase stator IS ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
AS cosðpðhÿ wÞÞ one can estimate the tor-
que of the machine by
T ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
B0AsV cosðpwÞ ð6Þ
where As is the electric loading in [A/m] and V = pr
2L is the volume
of the machine given by the airgap radius r and the active length L.
The power is then P = Tx, where x is the angular rotation speed.
The analytical model was used to obtain the dimensions and
hence the active mass of the machines, as the number of poles
was varied. The output power was kept at 5 MW while the sum
of the iron losses and the copper losses were maintained at 5% of
the input power; the electric loading of the stator was kept at
90 kA/m; the airgap flux density at 2.4 T; and the core flux density
was kept below 2.5 T. The finite element programMagnet from Inf-
olytica was used to verify the magnetic field distribution as shown
on Fig. 5c in the case of a 24 pole generator. The analytical model
results were within 2–10% of the FE simulations. Fig. 6 shows the
usage of active materials for the machines with a Je = 70 A/mm
2
and a Je = 300 A/mm
2 as obtained for the AmSC coil no. 6 and as ex-
pected for the Superpower coil no. 7 when the temperature is
Fig. 4. Scaling of magnetization hysteresis of American Superconductor 348 C tape observed on top of the ferromagnetic response of the Ni–W based substrate of the tape.
Table 2
Drive train properties of the NREL/REpower wind turbine
[5,15]
Power (MW) 5
Rotation speed (rpm) 12.1
Gearbox size W  H  L (m) 4.6  3.0  4.1
Gearbox weight (tons) 63
Generator size W  H  L (m) 2.2  2.2  4.0
Generator weight (tons) 17
Nacelle Size W  H  L (m) 6.0  6.0  18
Nacelle weight (tons) 265
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lowered to T = 30 K and T = 40 K respectively. The operation tem-
perature is deduced from Figs. 4 and 3 by identifying when the
scaling factor is 1.13 for the AmSC tape and 1.61 for the Super-
power tape at B = 4 T, which is the maximum flux density on the
superconductors as seen on Fig. 5c. The finite element simulations
showed that although the peak flux density in the iron was 2.5 T,
the iron losses were very small (below 10 kW in all the cases). This
is because the frequency was very low, e.g. 2.4 Hz for a 24 pole ma-
chine rotating at 12 rpm, and the iron losses depend heavily on the
frequency. As the iron was heavily saturated where the peak flux
density occurred, some flux would penetrate through the iron
and come into the ambient air surrounding the iron. The magni-
tude of the flux density outside the iron core was investigated
and found to be reduced to below 0.1 T at a distance of half a pole
pitch, i.e. 250 mm outside the iron core the peak flux density was
0.07 T in the 24 pole machine. This was deemed acceptable by
the authors, because the application is a wind turbine with free
ambient air surrounding the machine.
5. Discussion
The general trend of Fig. 6 is that the amount of superconductor
increases with the number of poles, but the usage of iron for both
the rotor and stator can be decreased and thereby reduces the total
weight of the generator. In the case of Je = 70 A/mm
2 it is seen that
the total target weight is first fulfilled for a 24 pole machine, but
this would need about 5 tons of 2G AmSC tape, which is more than
twice the allowed limit. One could stay within the usage limit of
the tape by choosing a 8 pole machine, but then the total active
mass is 90 tons. This indicates that a higher Je is needed and this
could be obtained by applying the epoxy insulation technique or
to replace the GF tape with a thinner material. Additionally it
should be said that using a wider tape would also increase the
effective Je, since the present tape has a soldering region at the
edges of 0.4 mm/ 4.9 mm = 8%. Finally one could consider to de-
crease the operation temperature further, but this would also in-
crease the complexity of the cryogenic design. In the case of
Je = 300 A/mm
2 the active weight target is fulfilled for a 20 or high-
er pole number machine and the usage of tape is within the price
target, which would also allow funding for the cooling system and
cryostat. Such a 24 pole machine does seem interesting because
Fig. 5. (a) Layout of generator with RRC1,2 denoting the inner and outer radius of the rotor iron core back, RS1,2 denoted the superconducting field winding, RSW1,2 the 3 phase
stator winding and RSC1,2 the stator core back iron. (b) A reluctance circuit representation of generator topology. (c) Finite element simulation of field distribution in a 24 pole
machine.
Fig. 6. Active material usage as function of pole number for a 5 MW direct drive
superconducting generator with a 2.4 T airgap flux density and with a engineering
current density of the superconducting winding corresponding to (a) Je = 70 A/mm
2
and (b) Je = 300 A/mm
2. The horizontal line indicate the design criteria of a total
active mass of 40 tons.
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the dimensions are down to a 4.2 m diameter and an active length
of 1.2 m, which should allow for a large reduction of the nacelle
size and thereby further weight reductions of the support struc-
ture. From this analysis it seems that the thin substrate of the
Superpower tape is a great advantage combined with a thin insu-
lation layer, but it does remain to be proved that sufficient quench
protection can be applied to the coils.
6. Conclusion
A series of race-track coils holding 16–32 m of Bi-2223 and
coated conductor high temperature superconducting tapes have
been constructed and magnetization measurements have been
performed on the tapes to estimate the applied field and tempera-
ture scaling of the engineering current density Je. This was used as
input for model calculations of the usage of active material in a di-
rect drive synchronous radial multipole generator suitable for
installation in the 5 MW offshore reference wind turbine described
by NREL. It is concluded that a Je = 70 A/mm
2 at B = 4 T and T = 30 K
when using an AmSC tape is too low to both fulfilling a weight
reduction target below 40 tons of active material and also a price
target of 8 Euro/m. By increasing Je = 300 A/mm
2 at B = 4.0 T and
T = 40 K when using a Superpower tape it is indicated that both
the weight and price targets can be fulfilled resulting in
D = 4.2 m and active length and mass of 1.2 m and 34 tons respec-
tively. Further studies on cryogenic design and quench protection
are needed to confirm the feasibility of such a generator.
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Coil Optimization for High Temperature
Superconductor Machines
N. Mijatovic, Student Member, IEEE, B. B. Jensen, Member, IEEE, A. B. Abrahamsen, V. M. R. Zermeno,
C. Træholt, and N. F. Pedersen
Abstract—This paper presents topology optimization of HTS
racetrack coils for large HTS synchronous machines. The topology
optimization is used to acquire optimal coil designs for the excita-
tion system of 3 T HTS machines. Several tapes are evaluated and
the optimization results are discussed.
The optimization algorithm is formulated to minimize the cost
for the coils wound with one type of HTS as well as multiple HTS
types. It could also be used to minimize other parameters, e.g. space
required for the coils. The results are inherently highly dependent
on the HTS properties, which at 20 K seem to be in favor of the 1 G
tape. The maximal HTS savings achieved allowing multiple current
supplies in the excitation system are investigated and estimated to
be in the range of 50% for highly nonlinear J-B dependence HTS
tapes.
Index Terms—HTS coil optimization, HTS machines, topology
optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
H IGH temperature superconducting (HTS) applicationsare currently limited to a fewmain areas, such as advance
medical diagnostics tools (MRI and NMR) and high energy
particle research (accelerators). Large scale HTS applications
have been thoroughly demonstrated in the energy sector, e.g.
HTS cables, Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage and
HTS machines. Yet their commercialization is still limited by
the cost of the HTS materials.
Optimization of the superconducting devices is crucial in
order to make them competitive in a free market. At present
the two main HTS candidates suitable for industrial applica-
tions are first generation (1 G) BSCCO and second generation
(2 G) Coated Conductors. The price and performance of the
HTS conductors depend strongly on the type of HTS material
including: magnetic field dependent critical current density
, manufacturing procedures, availability and quantity.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual design of one pole-section for salient (left) and non-salient
(right) synchronous machines with conventional and air-gap armature windings
respectively. The magnetic steel is gray, the armature winding is dark red, the
thermal insulation (vacuum chamber, spacers, radiation shield) is blue, and the
space for the HTS coils is yellow.
The HTS price is usually the dominating factor of any system
employing HTS. Optimization of the HTS usage and cost is
therefore one of the main tasks of any superconducting system’s
designer. In the case of the electrical machines, many designs
have been optimized for different applications ranging from air
industry to utility companies [1]–[3].
We have employed the constrained Finite Element topology
optimization in order to obtain improved HTS coil designs.
Doing so it is possible to minimize the amount of HTS needed
and hence the cost of HTS, or even to pinpoint a combination
of HTS tapes with different properties in order to minimize the
cost of the HTS machine.
II. METHODOLOGY
First themodel of theHTSmachinewill be discussed, in order
to formulate the topology optimization problem for the HTS
coils in a machine. After that, details of the design of the HTS
coils, HTS tapes, and most important constraints for the HTS
coils will be reviewed. Finally, the formulation, implementation,
and results of the topology optimization are described.
A. HTS Machine Design
Recommended HTS machine designs vary depending on the
application that the machine is intended for. The common char-
acteristic for all HTS machines, and one of their main benefits,
is the power density which could be significantly larger than in
conventional machines [4].
The twomain designs, which the HTS synchronous machines
are gravitating towards, are salient pole machines with conven-
tional armature windings and non-salient multi-pole machines
with air-gap armature windings [4], [5]. Both designs are shown
and described in the Fig. 1.
1051-8223/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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The magnetic field is established by the HTS excitation
winding. A cryostat for thermal insulation between the arma-
ture windings at room temperature and the HTS excitation
windings at cryogenic temperatures is necessary. Given that the
radial thickness of the cryostat is crucial for the machine design
and directly responsible for the increase in required MMF, it
is important to have a good estimate of the cryostat thickness
necessary for operational temperatures between 20 K and 80 K.
The choice of material for the cryostat could be stainless steel
(SS) or composite materials. The advantage of SS is the ease
of manufacturing, and the advantage of the composite material
is zero eddy current losses. The conduction and radiation heat
transfer need to be suppressed with a vacuum chamber and mul-
tilayer insulation (MLI). The heat transfer through the mechan-
ical and electrical connections also needs to be minimized. It
could be assumed that for temperatures above 60 K a cryostat
thickness of 20 mm can be achieved and for temperatures be-
tween 20 K and 60 K a cryostat thickness of 50mm is necessary,
due to the additional MLI and tighter heat inflow restriction be-
cause of lower cooling efficiency at lower temperatures.
Armature designs for HTS machines have been and still are a
topic of a debate. Some arguments in favor of the air-gap ar-
mature design are removal of teeth saturation and higher ar-
mature current loadings. The advantages of air-gap armature
windings have not yet been proven commercially and it was re-
ported [6] that the air-gap armature winding involves several
challenges, which still needed to be addressed e.g. cooling, me-
chanical integrity, assembly, and eddy current loss. However, if
the trend for development of the compact machines continues,
the air-gap armature winding’s inherent advantages over con-
ventional slotted armature windings will make the air-gap ar-
mature a more favorable choice.
It is also possible to draw some electromagnetic parallels
between air-gap and conventional armature windings in slots.
Having slotted configuration windings allows very small elec-
tromagnetic air gaps, but it also effectively decreases the radial
flux path surface of the armature steel. This is taken in to ac-
count in conventional analytical machine design by the Carter
coefficient, which modifies the effective air-gap to account for
the effects of the iron teeth and slots dimensions. Bearing this
in mind the model in Fig. 2 can also be used to analyse conven-
tional slotted armatures by altering the inner radius of the stator
steel according to the Carter coefficient.
B. HTS Coil Design
HTS tapes, both 1 G and 2 G, are manufactured as a thin
tapes (0.1 mm–0.4 mm) of different widths (where 5 mm is
the most common) [7]–[9]. In order to estimate the impact of
very high engineering current densities in the HTS 2 G tapes,
it is assumed that coated insulation is applied. This yields
cross sectional areas of only 1 for insulated tapes which
allows compact coil designs. This tape would correspond to
the most expensive tape and it is currently available in limited
lengths. Extended tape lengths are currently only available for
the 1 G tapes, which adds additional constrains on large scale
applications.
Due to the mechanical limitations, the preferred coil layout
for the HTS tapes is racetrack coils. Commercially available
HTS tape can also be purchased in insulated form (usually
Fig. 2. Simplified model of a synchronous HTS machine with air-gap winding.
The magnetic steel is gray, armature winding is dark red, thermal insulation
(vacuum chamber, spacers, radiation shields) is blue and space for HTS coils is
yellow. The units of x and y axes are [m].
Fig. 3. Estimated engineering current density for 1 G and 2 G tapes at 20 K.
The legend shows the HTS type, the critical current at 77 K in the self field, the
estimated dimensions of the cross section of the insulated HTS tapes in [mm],
and the estimated price of the tape all normalized to the price of 1 G–80 A. The
insulation of the tapes is assumed to be 0.3 mm for glass fiber and 0.15 mm for
coated insulation.
Kapton of Glass-Fiber tape insulated) or the tape could be
insulated by the coil manufacture. The insulation of the HTS
tape can have large impacts on the compactness of the HTS
structures.
The HTS’ magnetic dependence of its engineering critical
current, i.e. data, is not standardized and is highly depen-
dent on several parameters. In order to compare different types
of HTS tapes, the data from published material [6]–[9] is used
in this study together with estimated price ratios for the HTS
tapes, Fig. 3.
It is also assumed that the price of the same type of HTS
tapes scales linearly with the current rating. All HTS prices are
normalized to 1 G-80 A, hence having the 1 G–80 A BSCCO
tapes as a base value. The HTS 2 G tapes are more expensive at
present but it is predicted that they could become cheaper than
1 G tapes.
C. Machine Electromagnetic Model
The model geometry of the conceptual machine used for the
coil topology optimization is shown on Fig. 2. The 16 pole ma-
chine is non-salient and can be analysed with an air-gap arma-
ture winding or a slotted armature winding (simplified with the
Carter coefficient). The FE model is reduced to one pole section
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using electromagnetic periodicity. The magnetic fields are cal-
culated in steady state using the vector potential formulation of
Maxwell’s equations. The ferromagnetic steel used in the model
for both cold and room temperature magnetic parts is the silicon
steel M800-50.
The optimization space domain corresponds to the six double
pancake coils. Each double pancake coil was presented with one
rectangle of width of 10 mm.
D. Coil Magnetic Anisotropy
An important feature of HTS machines, which needs to be
taken in to account, is the high sensitivity of the HTS current
carrying capacity in magnetic fields. The prevailing impact on
the critical current of the HTS tapes is the perpendicular direc-
tion of the magnetic flux to the wide side of the HTS tape. In
the machine a single HTS tape is not in a homogenous field
but rather, the gradients of the magnetic field can be very large
over the entire HTS coil. However, critical currents of HTS tapes
are usually derived by the ‘short piece’ experiment in different
fields and field directions, where the field in the experiment is
homogenous.
In the model, the perpendicular component of the flux density
for tape , is averaged over tape width, , as
shown in (1).
(1)
The represents the optimization variable which corre-
sponds to the one type of HTS and is the absolute
value of the perpendicular component of the magnetic flux
density. The peak perpendicular flux density, , experi-
enced by coils made from the HTS material, can be found
by searching for a maximum of the perpendicular flux density
experienced by each tape calculated in (1), over the entire
optimization domain , like in (2).
(2)
At this point we need to consider the excitation strategy. The
conventional excitation strategy for a synchronous machine im-
plies one excitation system and one excitation current. Yet it
might be wise to allow more excitation currents in the case of
HTS machines, assuming that the complication in the excitation
system does not cancel out potential savings in HTS material.
In this model that feature is investigated and compared with the
case of having only one current supply.
The total spatial current distribution with more than
one excitation current supply, is calculated as the sum of all the
coil current density contributions, as shown in the (3). The
is the critical current density for the type of HTS tape where
the is the optimization variable which controls the
spatial distribution of the type HTS in the coil domain. An
additional scalar variable is tied to each HTS type, , scaling
current density of that coil from the value defined by the critical
current density
(3)
The coefficient is assumed to be fixed to 0.8 in the case
of single HTS type employed, thus making sure the electrical
loading of the HTS is 80% of the critical loading. In the case
of different HTS types, the should also be an optimization
variable with values bounded between 0.4 and 0.8.
If one excitation current is allowed, (4) defines the maximal
safe supply current.
(4)
Since the different tapes have different cross sections ,
the engineering current densities need to be scaled in order to
correspond to . The total spatial distribution of the coil
domain in this case is formulated in (5).
(5)
E. Optimization Formulation
Topology optimization is used in structural studies to ensure
minimum material usage and cost, and increased robustness
of the structure, especially in an application where over sizing
caries high cost penalty (airplane industry) [10].
The objective function, which in COMSOL [11] implemen-
tation is minimized by default, will have several terms in the
formulation of the optimization problem. The form of the gen-
eralized objective function, which is minimized is shown in (6).
(6)
where are contributions to the objective function.
The optimization variables, , are defined in the 2D
space which corresponds to the space intended for the HTS
coils. The idea is to allow the optimization algorithm to con-
trol the spatial distribution of the HTS tapes. All optimization
variables are constrained between zero and one with (7) and (8).
(7)
(8)
If the optimization variable is one, current carrying HTS will
be present at those coordinates and if it is zero, no HTS tape
will be present. Additionally the sum of all the optimization
variables at a specific coordinate need to be less than or equal
to one, which corresponds to the statement that the same space
can have only one tape.
However, since it is not possible to constrain the optimization
variables in COMSOL to only binary values, the first term of the
objective function, , needs to penalize all values between
zero and one, which is done with (9).
(9)
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where the adjusting constants , and are set to
0.25, 0.5 and 100 respectively, in order to allow this term to
have significant effect to the value of the objective function.
(10)
The second term of the objective function, , shown in
(10) is to make sure that the fundamental harmonic of the radial
air-gap flux density, , is maintained closely to the desired de-
sign value, . Thus, the will have the dominating
effect on the objective function as long as the air-gap flux is far
from the desired value. The constant controls how dom-
inant this term is in the final objective function and in this im-
plementation its value is set to 5.
The final term of the objective function is the price contribu-
tions of each HTS which is calculated using (11).
(11)
where the price of each tape is .
III. RESULTS
In order to compare the coil optimization results of the gen-
erator design shown in the Fig. 2, the price of the optimized coil
topology made from a single type of HTS material (both 1 G
and 2 G) is compared.
The limiting factor during simulations, especially for the case
of multiple tape coils, was a built-in optimization algorithm in
COMSOL, which searches only for local minimum [10]. Thus
it is very important to keep in mind that the solution, which is
a local minimum is highly dependent on the initial conditions.
This requires a good initial estimate of which tape should be in
which portion of the coil.
1) Single Tape Coils: An optimization example is done on
the 16 pole air-gap stator machine. For the machine design input
the flux density was set to 3 T with an HTS operating tempera-
ture of 20 K.
The optimization results for the 16 pole machine in Fig. 2 are
shown in Fig. 4. In the case where the coils consist of a single
HTS, the coils made from 2 G 120 A tape (with a relative price
of 3 pu), had a price of , as compared to the coils
made from 1 G 180 A tape (with a relative price of 2 pu) where
the price was only . The price difference between 1
G and 2 G is a factor of three which is in line with expectations,
since 1 G tapes have more current capacity between 2 T and
3 T and are 50% cheaper, according to Fig. 3. The coils from
ultra thin 2 G 140 A tape would result in a price of .
However, the cost impact of the coil space reduction is not taken
into account here. This could have a significant impact on the
overall price of the machine as it could result in a reduced ef-
fective air-gap and hence a lower required value of ampere-turns
Fig. 4. Optimization results for HTS coils with single HTS type at 20 K. The
results are shown only for the upper side of the coils, since the current distribu-
tion is symmetrical to the x axis. The dark red is the HTS active domain and the
dark blue empty space. (a) 1G-180A-2pu; (b) 2G-120A-3pu; (c) 2G-140A-4pu.
for a given air-gap fluxes density. The lowest grading 1 G 100
A and 2 G 80 A tapes were unable to produce the required 3 T
with the allowed coil space.
The optimization results show that the 1 G-180 A tape is most
advantageous at 20 K. It has the lowest price and degree of mag-
netic anisotropy. The results for the ultrathin 2 G-140 A tape
are interesting, with a very compact coil of similar price to the 2
G-120 A tape. This tape requires further analysis which allows
for the potential benefits of the compact coil to be taken into
account.
2) Multiple Excitation Currents: In order to investigate the
potential savings in HTS material by allowing multiple exci-
tation currents, we have examined the extreme case were each
tape has its own current supply, which should yield the lowest
amount of HTS needed to achieve 3 T. This means that each
tape operates with its own maximal safe defined by . It
is not realistic that each tape would have its own current supply,
but it is realistic to imagine that the HTS area was divided into
sections with a few separate current supplies.
The optimization was carried out with the same tapes as in
the single excitation current case. The optimization resulted in
the following price for 1 G–180 A, 2 G–120 A and 2 G–140 A
respectively: , and .
The optimization has confirmed the potential for significant
HTS savings if multiple current supplies are allowed. The tapes
with higher degree of nonlinearity in , as 2 G at 20 K,
have potential savings exceeding 50%. Such savings are less for
the 1 G tapes and are in the order of 30% at 20 K.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article an optimization algorithm for HTS coils in elec-
trical machines is presented. We have estimated the price ratios
of three commercially available types of HTS and used it to de-
rive the price ratios for excitation coils of multi-pole HTS ma-
chines. The results were clearly in favor of 1 G tape at 20 K, due
to its lower cost and higher current capacity. Promising results
were achieved with ultra thin 2 G tape, which require further in-
vestigation. Additionally, the article discusses the potential HTS
savings of using multiple excitation supplies. Future work will
focus on optimal design of coils with two and more types of
tapes with one or more current supplies.
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